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ABSTRACT

Congestion in ATM communications is a significant issue as it can have a dramatic effect on critical or real-time data. Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes are one class of protocols to decrease this effect. Conventional FEC techniques have a uniform or constant error correction rate, which can result in poor bandwidth utilization. Therefore adaptive techniques are sought. The rationale is to have better bandwidth utilization when congestion occurs. In this thesis, we investigate the related work on FEC in ATM networks. Then we propose an adaptive FEC scheme based on RS codes. This proposed scheme is then studied in different types of environments, wireline and wireless. Simulations are also conducted to measure different performance issues concerning network resources and quality of service.

Another crucial issue in ATM communications is security. The proposed FEC scheme has an added feature of being security ready. Moreover it has been shown that the security scheme is computationally secure.

Such FEC scheme has significant impact on ATM network resources and switch capacity. This has been investigated further in this work. Switch architectures utilizing FEC schemes are also studied.
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## Notation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAL</td>
<td>ATM Adaptation Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABR</td>
<td>Available Bit Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFEC</td>
<td>Adaptive Forward Error Correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARQ</td>
<td>Automatic Repeat reQuest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM</td>
<td>Asynchronous Transfer Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-ISDN</td>
<td>Broadband ISDN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAC</td>
<td>Connection Admission Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN</td>
<td>Campus Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>Constant Bit Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCITT</td>
<td>Consultative Committee International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Telegraphy and Telephony (now known as ITU-T))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLR</td>
<td>Cell Loss Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Convergence Sublayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTD</td>
<td>Cell Transfer Delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFCI</td>
<td>Explicit Forward Congestion Indication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOM</td>
<td>End of Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEC</td>
<td>Forward Error Correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAN</td>
<td>Global Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDTV</td>
<td>High Definition TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISDN</td>
<td>Integrated Services Digital Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>International Standard Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITU-T</td>
<td>International Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication Standardization Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>Local Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN</td>
<td>Metropolitan Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NISDN</td>
<td>Narrowband Integrated Services Digital Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nrt-VBR</td>
<td>non real-time Variable Bit Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAM</td>
<td>Operation and Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSI</td>
<td>Open System Interconnection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>Quality of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>Reed-Solomon Codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rt-VBR</td>
<td>real-time Variable Bit Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>Segmentation And Reassembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRP</td>
<td>Selective Repeat Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBR</td>
<td>Unspecified Bit Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPC</td>
<td>Usage Parameter Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>Virtual Path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC</td>
<td>Virtual Connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAN</td>
<td>Wide Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATM</td>
<td>Wireless ATM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A significant turning point in the history of telecommunications technology is the introduction of digital communications. It has opened the doors wide to integrate different types of information into a unified carrier and to utilize the advantages afforded by microelectronics and computer technologies. The main advances in digital communications are: powerful computing machines and connectivity.

Powerful computing machines are now affordable by individuals. These machines usually feature built-in signal and image processing capabilities with powerful graphic interfaces. This has lead to the development of more sophisticated multimedia applications, which can be supported by these machines.

Connectivity is defined as the ability of an individual getting access to local or global machines, databases, etc. which are assumed to be served by a digital communication network. Networks, depending on the geographical zoning, support different services. As a matter of fact, a network setup within a small geographical area, such as a LAN, CAN or MAN, would have more services and resources, such as bandwidth, than one with broader borders such as WAN or GAN. The rapid progression in connectivity has made practicable new work group applications, e.g. teleconferencing. This has definitely altered the way connectivity is looked at. For example, networks must provide one-to-many and many-to-many services besides the traditional one-to-one services.

LANs tend to expand in size; data traffic is growing at a rate close to 30 percent a year [6]. Technological advances in LAN internetworking have made it possible for private networks to connect to public WAN services. This has created an accelerating bandwidth demand.

Internet is a widely recognized general infrastructure for data communications.
1. Introduction

Internet supports a wide range of computer-based applications. The type of services Internet provides have very elastic requirements [7]. Examples of these services include: electronic mail (e-mail), remote terminal (telnet), file transfer (FTP), etc. These Internet applications can back off when congestion is experienced, and retransmit packets even when packet loss is present [7].

Real-time applications (e.g. audio and video), on the other hand, have very rigid delay requirements. These applications cannot tolerate long delays and/or long congestion periods.

It is obvious from the above that user information varies in requirements and characteristics. The idea of Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) was adopted in the early 1970s [6]. ISDN mixes audio, video, and data into a common data carrier.

1.1 B-ISDN and ATM

The only deficiency with ISDN (sometimes called narrow ISDN (NISDN)) is its narrow bandwidth. Basic NISDN provides two 64-kbps Bearer (B) Channels and one 16-kbps Data (D) Channel. This interface is commonly referred to as 2B+D [6]. The bandwidth allocated by NISDN is not sufficient to transport different information services with varying bandwidth requirements. For example video information, such as digital TV and digital HDTV, requires 150 Mbps channel bandwidth [8].

Applications with high bandwidth requirements will not be supported by ISDN. An alternative proposal is to use Broadband ISDN (B-ISDN). Broadband in the sense that greater bandwidth is allocated in order to absorb different information types with high bandwidth requirements such as video.

Possible services supported by B-ISDN include: digital TV, HDTV, digital hi-fi, teleconferencing, multimedia terminals, and interconnection of LANs [8].

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is a cell-based switching and multiplexing technology designed to be a general-purpose, connection-oriented transfer mode for a wide range of services [6]. ATM is also known as cell relay [9].

ATM differs from other technologies such as packet switching and frame relay in providing simple routing, guaranteed switching delays, light protocols, and guaranteed data sequence.
ATM is, therefore, the switching technique recommended by International Consultative Committee for Telecommunications and Telegraphy (CCITT) (now known as International Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication Standardization Section (ITU-T)), to carry B-ISDN traffic [6, 10, 11, 12]. The word asynchronous in ATM comes from the fact that time slots are not assigned to specific users as it is the case with synchronous transfer mode. Instead time slots are available to any user who is ready to transmit data. To ensure proper operation user data are prefixed with header that identifies the virtual channel [6].

ATM makes use of fixed-size cells, consisting of a 5-octet header and a 48-octet information field [6, 9, 11]. Switching or routing is based on the header information which primarily contains address information [6, 10].

ATM is a circuit-switched technology based on two generic connection concepts: virtual channel and virtual path [6, 9, 10]. A virtual channel (VC) is a generic term used to describe unidirectional transport of ATM cells associated with a common unique identifier value [9]. A bundle of VC links having the same endpoints is referred to as a virtual path (VP). VP and VC values are the elements on which ATM performs switching functions.

Although B-ISDN/ATM does not follow the International Standard Organization/Open System Interconnection (ISO/OSI) model, it makes extensive use of the OSI concepts of layering and sublayering [6]. The B-ISDN layers corresponding to the layers in the OSI model are depicted in Figure 1.1. The ATM layer in the B-ISDN model performs routing and switching functions. On the OSI model, these functions are usually part of the network layer, the layer above the data link layer (Fig. 1.1.)

1.1.1 ATM characteristics

ATM has basic characteristics that distinguish it from other switching techniques [10, 12].

- **No error protection or flow control on a link-by-link basis:**
  
  Since optical links of an ATM network have a very low bit error rate, no action is taken when an error occurs during transmission. Moreover no flow control functions are being considered and end-to-end protocols are employed to correct transmission errors.
Figure 1.1. Comparison between the lower two OSI layers and B-ISDN layers.
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- **Connection oriented mode of operation:**
  A connection setup is needed before any information transfer. Resources are reserved during the setup phase and the connection is rejected if no sufficient resources are available. Upon call completion, network resources are released. With this mode of operation minimal cell loss rate is guaranteed. This mainly simplifies cell routing and minimizes cell header information.

- **Reduced header functionality:**
  The information contained in the cell header is very limited. Basically it contains the identification of a connection and its route. This guarantees fast processing and consequently short delays between communicating parties.

- **Relatively small information field:**
  The small fixed-size information field (48 octets) has the advantage of reducing the buffering requirements and hence reducing the queuing delays.

### 1.2 BISDN Traffic Description

Applications and services that ATM networks are required to transport vary in bit rate from low bit rate (≤ 64 Kbps; e.g. voice and low speed networks) to high bit rate (≥ 100Mbps; e.g. video.)

ATM network design essentially requires understanding of the different types of traffic the network is transporting [13]. A recent classification after the ATM Forum Traffic Management working group is found in [13], where traffic is classified into five service categories:

- **Constant Bit Rate (CBR):**
  CBR services is defined to offer very simple, reliable, and guaranteed communication channels. CBR is intended for real-time applications (audio and video). A fixed bandwidth is assigned to an application source. The application is assumed to generate a continuous cell stream during the connection lifetime.

- **Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR):**
  Applications in this category are alternatively classified as unit-oriented [13]. The object is to transfer a fixed quantity of bits rather than to provide a continuous flow. Thus applications send discrete units of information without any
explicit rate parameter. This behavior is exactly the service model found in the Internet [13].

- **Real-time Variable Bit Rate (rt-VBR):**
  This serves real-time applications where the source rate is allowed to vary [13]. An obvious consequence is that bandwidth is efficiently utilized since real-time application sources are statistically multiplexed. rt-VBR can further be divided into: peak-allocated VBR (PVBR) and statistically multiplexed VBR (SMVBR) [13]. In PVBR, network resources are allocated according to the peak rate but sources generate traffic at variable rates. For SMVBR, network resources are allocated less than the peak rate for each source.

- **Non-real-time Variable Bit Rate (nrt-VBR):**
  The bursty traffic generated in this service category is specified by peak rate, sustainable rate, and loss rate parameters. These parameters are used to allocate resources to each connection. The statistical multiplexing loss rate should conform with the loss rate specified by the connection.

- **Available Bit Rate (ABR):**
  This is a best effort traffic which benefits from the extra bandwidth but has no resource allocation. ABR protocol identifies an optional minimum cell rate which is useful for allocating minimum resources to the connection [13]. Cell loss and delay are therefore improved. Moreover, ABR services use rate-based feedback flow control mechanisms to minimize loss and provide fairness.

The spectrum of applications differ in their requirements. These application can be differentiated in their requirements based on cell loss and cell delay. Figure 1.2 shows the requirements of some of the existing services.

Network resources such as channel bandwidth and switching node buffers are shared among different applications. Different applications enforce different requirements; network resources are allocated accordingly.

It is important to know the traffic requirements before establishing a connection. A connection is accepted or rejected based on a set of traffic descriptors (e.g. peak bit rate, average burst length, etc.) Another traffic descriptor which may alter traffic characteristics is cell delay variation (CDV). It is defined as the variable cell interarrival delay which is different from cell intergeneration time due to variable waiting
Depending on the application, different requirements are enforced.

time in buffers [14]. The network uses these traffic descriptors to judge whether resources are sufficient to accept the connection or not. Not complying with this may affect the network performance and ultimately the Quality of Service (QoS) provided.

1.3 Data loss in ATM network

Unlike conventional networks, ATM networks are characterized by low data loss ratios. This is attributable to the fact that low bit error rate characterizes ATM physical media.

However this does not prevent data which is carried in the form of ATM cells to be lost and/or corrupted. There are three factors that significantly contribute to cell loss:

1. Network limited resources. When network resources such as buffers are consumed, incoming traffic is rejected in the form of cell loss.
2. Quality of service non-conformance. Cells that do not satisfy certain QoS parameters such as CDV are tagged and/or dropped. For example, when real-time data cells get delayed beyond the recommended CDV values, they are tagged since user is less interested in receiving them.
3. Traffic contract violation. If a source of data starts sending data at a higher rate than what was negotiated, network policers will respond by tagging and/or dropping excess rate data cells.

Among the above factors, the first is the major cause of cell loss. Overloading a network beyond its capacity is inevitable when traffic with different requirements shares network resources. This is investigated in the next section.

1.4 Congestion in ATM

Network congestion, in general, is the condition where network resources are exceeded by the accumulation of demand [6]. A symptom of congestion is when the number of cells within the network causes the performance (e.g. throughput) to fall off dramatically [9]. Specific to ATM, congestion occurs when offered load from the user to the network approaches or exceeds the network design limits for guaranteeing the QoS agreed upon [6].

The sources of congestion are limited resources such as buffer size, and inherent characteristics of switching nodes such as multiplexing delay (switch service delay).

Generally in a congested switch, low priority cells are rejected once the switch buffer is full. Priority cells are rejected when there are no low priority cells to discard from the queue (buffer). Priority cells may contain critical data such as control information. Losing such cells could affect the QoS provided.

1.4.1 Congestion Control Techniques

ATM networks are expected to carry diverse traffic types ranging from pure data to complex multimedia signals. This traffic diversity forces the network to manage its resources wisely and apply preventative actions such that demand does not exceed available resources (i.e. network congestion). In order to ensure this, congestion control techniques have been proposed. Congestion control is defined as the set of actions reducing the spread and duration of congestion [14]. These techniques can either be reactive or preventive.

Reactive mechanisms, which are sometimes referred to as congestion management mechanisms, attempt to ensure that congestion is never experienced [6]. The general
mechanism is to balance or limit the traffic admitted to the network so as to virtually eliminate congestion.

Preventive mechanisms, on the other hand, referred to as congestion avoidance mechanisms, attempt to avoid severe congestion while admitting more traffic to the network.

In the following section, several congestion avoidance techniques are discussed briefly.

**Connection Admission Control (CAC)**

When a new connection setup request is received by the network, certain action are taken to accept or deny this connection. The decision is based on the connection anticipated traffic characteristics, the required QoS, and the current network load [14]. While the current network load is estimated from traffic descriptor values of the existing connections, anticipated traffic characteristics are estimated from the traffic descriptor and CDV values.

The objective of CAC is to maintain QoS for existing connections while guaranteeing QoS for the upcoming ones.

Once the connection is accepted sufficient resources are allocated. In any case, the VC connection is accepted if and only if the VC connection is accepted at each VP along the route [14].

CAC provides a protection measure against congestion by minimizing the probability of network congestion [15]. This would mainly contribute to rejecting new connections when low network congestion probabilities are desired. Equivalently, call blocking probability is increased. By call blocking, it is meant that a call cannot be established due to connection rejection or denial. Thus it is obvious that the number of connections admitted are a tradeoff with the level of network congestion expected. In Chapter 2 we show that more connections either CBR or VBR can be admitted into the network while maintaining low congestion levels.

**User Parameter Control (UPC) and Network Parameter Control (NPC)**

Users are interfaced to ATM networks by traffic contracts. A traffic contract basically consist of traffic descriptors. Violation of this contract may cause network congestion. Therefore, mechanisms to ensure compliance with traffic contract and to enforce the contract terms are needed. UPC and NPC are used for this purpose.
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UPC and NPC have similar functions but performed at different interfaces; UPC is performed at the user-network interface (UNI) and NPC is performed at the network-network interface (NNI) [14]. Their functions include: monitoring cell flow, checking traffic descriptors conformity, and taking necessary actions when violation is detected [14].

At UNI(NNI), UPC(NPC) monitors the traffic. If the monitored traffic does not comply with the anticipated traffic (i.e. violation), certain enforcement actions are exercised on violating cells. These actions may either be cell discard or cell tagging.

In cell tagging the CLP field of the ATM cell header is changed to low priority. That is CLP=0 is changed to CLP=1. Tagged cells as well as originally set low priority cells will be discarded at UNI and NNI once congestion is experienced.

Priority Control

The heterogeneous QoS requirements supported by ATM networks require some priority schemes to satisfy this varying requirements. Having CAC being performed at connection setup time, priority controls performed during cell transmission [13].

Connection-level priority and cell-level priority are two priority control schemes [15]. In connection-level priority, connections are prioritized implicitly by their VPI/VCI at setup time [14, 15]. Such priority schemes can be performed as time priority or space priority [14]. In the former case, high priority cells experience shorter queuing delay. In the latter case, when high priority cells are to be queued and buffer is full, low priority cells are discarded. This is to cope with QoS required.

In the cell-level priority scheme, different priority classes are assigned to different cells coming in the same VC connection. These services are distinguished and cells are accordingly buffered at that particular class queue.

Priority mechanisms in a switching node can be performed at three different levels: input port (priority cell assignment), service class buffers (priority cell discard) [14], and output ports (cell scheduling) [13]. These different levels are shown in Figure 1.3. Priority cell assignment mainly assigns prioritized cells to their designated service class. Priority cell discard mechanism composes of discarding cells of the same class when the designated buffers are full and discarding low priority cells of the class if high priority cells are to be pushed into the full buffer.

Scheduling is employed at the output ports of a switch (see Figure 1.3) and de-
determines which set of waiting cells is to be served next [13]. To provide fairness and attain QoS, scheduling algorithms have been proposed to balance network resources allocation to different users. One such algorithm is weighted fair queuing (WFQ) [13]. Although different variations are being used, the objective is to provide fair queuing implementation.

**Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN)**

For non-real-time applications, it is difficult to provision and engineer a network with sufficient confidence to ensure a very low probability of congestion, and simultaneously maintaining high network efficiency [15]. Therefore, a control mechanism to reduce the probability of retransmission due to cell loss, thereby preventing network congestion, is required.

ECN in conjunction with flow control mechanisms would modulate the traffic admitted into the network [15]. It has been shown that ECN is efficient in reducing information loss during congestion periods that are at least an order of magnitude larger than the round-trip network propagation delay [15].

Switching nodes are capable of monitoring the traffic flowing through and accordingly a state of congestion can be detected. Upon detecting a congestion, all cells passing through these congested switches are set to indicate a congestion state is being experienced. Explicit forward congestion indication (EFCI) is one such protocol where connection end points are informed of any congestion. This is usually done by setting the payload type identifier (PTI) in the cell header to 010 or 011 [14].
1.5 Using FEC in ATM

It has been shown by Biersack [16, 17, 18], and Zhang et al. [19] that FEC coding is efficient for video transmission (i.e. real-time data) over ATM. FEC trades bandwidth for latency to reduce the cell loss rate.

ATM is characterized by protocol simplicity which should be preserved. To ensure that ATM protocol stack is not being effected, FEC can be deployed above or below the ATM stack.

In the former case, an end-to-end error correction schemes residing over the AAL layer are implemented. The objective here is to compensate for data lost due to network errors or congestion. Non-critical real-time data such as video, is an example of this case. Frame control information is of high importance and need to be delivered correctly. Usually control information is short and frequent. Cell loss compensation schemes such as FEC, protect real-time data from loss and hence improve the network performance. Moreover a compensation scheme that can adapt to the QoS requested and the level of congestion is even better. In this thesis we are proposing a novel adaptive FEC scheme for this purpose.

In the latter case (i.e. where FEC is deployed below ATM stack), a hop-by-hop error correction scheme is used. This is feasible in cases where wireless or satellite channels connect ATM switches.

Using FEC in ATM networks is advantageous due to the observation that less network resources are required and less QoS is required by applications [20]. This way QoS is either retained with the option of admitting more connections to the switch, or improved. The impact of using FEC on ATM network resources and QoS is discussed at different spots of this thesis.

An attractive feature of ATM is multicasting, and FEC has been shown to be more appropriate for multicasting than ARQ [21]. Data recipients can compensate for lost cells, This saves the data source from retransmitting dropped cells. Without FEC, sources need to keep track of which recipient did not receive what. Certainly such practice would require sources to store unacknowledged data which means huge memories, and implement sophisticated management strategies.
1.6 Thesis Contribution

In this thesis we are proposing a low cost adaptive FEC scheme based on Reed-Solomon (RS) codes to counteract the impact of CLR on traffic with stringent QoS requirements. Moreover the applicability of this scheme in the wireline ATM networks and the wireless ATM networks is studied.

The performance of AFEC is studied in term of throughput, delay and overhead, and compared to standard ARQ, if applicable.

The proposed AFEC has a unique feature of providing security as well as reliable communications. Network security is an issue specially when traffic is transported over open media. Interestingly enough, the security and the coding operations are done in a single stage as opposed to traditional multistage operation. Moreover the security algorithm proposed in this thesis is shown to be computationally secure.

Multicasting is problematic to ATM communications. Network resources and switch architecture may contribute to availability and/or limitation of the multicasting services especially when ARQ schemes are used in the upper layers. In this thesis we investigate deploying AFEC in an ATM network with multicasting capabilities. The performance of the AFEC in this case is compared to selective repeat protocol (SRP), which is a well-known ARQ scheme.

Also the thesis discusses the possible impact of deploying FEC schemes in ATM network in general and AFEC schemes in particular. Possible switch architectures with FEC capabilities are investigated. In addition, the effects of applying such techniques on resource allocation and management are investigated.

1.7 Thesis outline

This section briefly outlines the remaining chapters. Throughout this thesis, we focus on investigating the applicability of error correcting techniques in ATM networks.

Chapter 2 discusses the different FEC schemes being adopted for ATM. An introduction to RS codes and their error correction properties are also found in this chapter. The chapter concludes with a simple study on the impact of FEC on ATM network resources and QoS. The emphasis is to study buffer requirements as well as the network capacity when FEC coding is deployed.
Chapter 3 presents the new proposed adaptive FEC scheme, which is based on RS codes. The scheme parameters are presented and their impact on network performance is discussed. The chapter then discusses the mathematics of the encoder and the decoder incorporating the new adaptive parameters. An example over $\text{GF}(2^3)$ is given to show the operation. A framework for utilizing this scheme is also proposed. Moreover the security issue is discussed. That section starts with a brief introduction on cryptography and the different classification of cryptosystems. The security scheme that to be supported by the proposed FEC coding scheme falls into the category of private key cryptosystems. It has also been shown that the proposed security scheme is computationally secure.

Chapter 4 shows the performance modeling of the proposed scheme. In this chapter we investigate the throughput and end-to-end delay of the proposed FEC when compared with the counterpart ARQ schemes. The analysis is conducted assuming an aggregate traffic load on the network. Moreover monitoring process and the overhead of the proposed FEC is discussed.

Chapter 5 describes a new approach of deploying the proposed adaptive scheme into wireless ATM networks.

The chapter starts with a brief treatment on the directions, issues and challenges of wireless communications in general and wireless ATM in particular. Next the framework of deploying the proposed scheme into the wireless environment is discussed. The chapter then concludes by studying the wireless framework into Rayleigh fading channels.

Chapter 6 shows the results of a simulation study of investigating the advantages of deploying the proposed FEC into ATM networks with multicasting capabilities. The simulation is done using OPNET which is a network simulation tool. The study compared the proposed FEC with ARQ schemes. The performance measures of interest are network resources usage and end-to-end delay. For real-time applications it is crucial to meet the stringent delay requirements for these applications specially when multicasting or broadcasting type of service is required.

Chapter 7 investigates possible ATM switch designs when FEC techniques are used. In addition, resource allocation problem is investigated under FEC environment. One observation is that the number of connections (CBR and VBR) is increased.
when FEC schemes are used, maintaining the QoS.

Chapter 8 provides a summary and some conclusive remarks. Suggestions for future work and further investigation are also given.
Chapter 2

FEC Techniques and ATM Networks

ATM is the technology by which diverse user information is to be transported. From the user prospective, the QoS agreed upon at the time of connection setup should be fulfilled during the duration of the connection. For service integrity purposes, sufficient resources (e.g. bandwidth) are allocated for the connection. Thus these resources are to be utilized wisely.

Usually the incoming traffic is multiplexed into one channel. This is essentially the statistical multiplexing defined in ATM networks. More connections, and ultimately more users, are served even if the total bandwidth is more than what the network can handle. Simply, this is due to the fact that users will utilize fraction of the bandwidth offered. In other words, the total average input load from all users is less than or equal to what the networks offers. Users, however at some time periods, may require to input more load than the expected average. As a result, the network is overloaded with user data. Therefore, policies are required either to manage the incoming traffic flows or to compensate for partial traffic loss.

Congestion control schemes have been discussed in the introduction chapter. This chapter discusses cell compensation schemes being proposed for BISDN networks. These schemes mainly utilize FEC codes. So the chapter gives with a brief discussion on Reed-Solomon (RS) codes and their properties. RS codes are chosen to serve two aspects. First, they are widely known for their correction capabilities and relative simplicity. Second, the scheme this thesis is proposing is based on RS codes.

The gains of deploying FEC schemes to ATM networks and QoS are also investigated. This investigation represents the usefulness of FEC to ATM networks. Further
studies are found in later chapters of this thesis.

2.1 FEC in B-ISDN

Error correcting codes have been proposed and applied since the emergence of digital communications. One popular class of error correcting codes is Hamming codes [8, 22]. The theory behind Hamming codes, and error correcting codes in general, is to separate information symbols by adding redundant bits to these symbols. The goal is to make the resulting symbols or codes as separably distant as possible.

Since FEC algorithms are expensive to implement in silicon, they are only used where retransmission is costly or impractical such as in satellite communications, remote sensing and navigation, deep-space, and CD players.

Usually FEC schemes are of constant error correcting rate due to high cost in design and manufacturing. Such schemes do not properly utilize the transmission media as the channel condition is changing with time. Adaptive FEC is more appropriate [23, 24].

Dravida and Damodaram [25] are among the first researchers who investigated the application of error correction alternatives for BISDN. The main motivation is that CRC at the ATM cell header is not sufficient to correct misrouted cells. They are not interested in correcting data being lost as much as maximizing correct routing [25]. Therefore, they substantially explored the different possible ways to accomplish their goal by focusing on the MID field of SAR_PDU as shown in Figure 2.1. MID field associates all cells belonging to a given higher layer PDU.
A major conclusion is that cell misdelivery levels are significantly reduced when per-cell AAL CRC is applied [25]. Moreover, regardless of the type of data service supported, cell misdelivery is sufficiently improved.

### 2.1.1 FEC for ATM communication

Conventional FEC methods generate redundant information to recover lost data at the destination without the need for retransmission. On the other hand, the use of these conventional FECs in ATM communications can result in added processing overhead and reduced throughput which might be undesirable. In this section we review several FEC approaches used for ATM communications.

McAuley [21] proposed an RS erasure technique to guarantee maximum end-to-end delay required by real-time applications and to decrease the effective cell loss ratio. The technique has a constant error correcting capability which increases redundancy and reduces throughput. Although it was mentioned that variable block size and redundancy are desirable, this strategy was not examined.

Cell loss compensation schemes have been introduced by Kitami and Tokizawa [26]. Data streams of different applications are input to the transmitting node which encodes cells according to their virtual path indicator (VPI). Two coding schemes are proposed: one dimensional and two dimensional [26]. In the one dimensional scheme, a single data stream is coded sequentially and then interleaved with other data streams. In the two dimensional scheme, cells of the data stream is arranged in a matrix form. Dedicated cells at the bottom of each column are used to hold the parity information for error control purposes. The parity is generated by the modulo-2 operation.

At the receiving node the streams of cells are decoded. Lost cells are recovered by FEC decoders. On transmission, data streams are interleaved to distribute cell loss over the different traffic streams. This is shown to produce satisfactory performance results of error correction and throughput [26].

Ohta and Kitami [1, 27] proposed node-to-node and end-to-end FEC approaches. In the node-to-node approach, losses were detected at virtual path (VP) terminating nodes. The issue of cell detection was also addressed. In the end-to-end approach, the ATM adaptation layer (AAL) sequence number (SN) is used to detect lost cells.
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Using SN in the other scheme limits the block of data to be coded to less than 16 cells. This decreases the effective throughput since the ratio of redundant information to data is relatively high.

In the node-to-node approach, the data cells are gathered in a matrix and each row is terminated with cell loss detection cell (CLD) as shown in Figure 2.2 [1].

The purpose of CLD is to housekeep the data cells in a row. Each column in the matrix is terminated with a parity cell. The parity coding used is similar to the one used by Kitami and Tokizawa (i.e. modulo-2 addition). Single errors can be detected and corrected. Therefore a burst error of length at most equal to row length is allowed in order to maintain the integrity of the service. Longer burst errors produce double errors in a column which is not detected by the parity cell and, thus, cannot be corrected.

The maximum coding efficiency is achieved when row size is 17 [27]. Correction power, however, may be increased by adding more parity cells at the end of each column [27]. By doing so, the allowable number of cells being lost in each column is increased. This can lead to inefficient utilization of bandwidth and network resources since coding overhead is increasing accordingly. To efficiently utilize the network resources, suitable error coding schemes are needed. These codes generate minimal overhead for maximum correcting power and bandwidth utilization. This is shown in Chapter 3.

The drawback of this scheme is that it requires huge memory to store data cells in order to calculate CLD and parity cells for node-to-node scheme. Moreover, the tech-
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...niche, with both approaches, does not consider the conditions at which the network is operating (i.e. congestion and noise).

Ayanoglu et al. [28, 29, 30] proposed a two-level FEC scheme. Their approach is very similar to the approach devised by Ohta and Kitami except they used RS codes instead on parity coding. This approach although shows high tolerance to noise and cell loss, it is computationally complex and costly.

Shacham [31] addressed the problem of buffer management. He suggested that the switch (multiplexing node) need to be used to evenly distribute cell rejection over the data blocks passing through it. Then fixed-rate FEC coding can be designed to correct the average number of erasures. Interleaving is shown to equivalently produce the same effect [31].

2.2 Reed-Solomon Codes

$(n, k)$ Q-ary Reed-Solomon (RS) block codes are symbol error correcting codes with symbol size $q = \log_2 Q$ bits and block length $n = Q - 1$[32]. Each group of $k$ information symbols input to the encoder is transformed into an $n$-symbol codeword. RS codes are optimal (i.e. maximum distance separable or MDS code), and so have minimum distance $d_{\text{min}} = n - k + 1$. An RS code can correct up to

$$t = \lfloor (d_{\text{min}} - 1)/2 \rfloor = \lfloor (n - k)/2 \rfloor$$

symbol errors, where $\lfloor x \rfloor$ is defined as the largest integer less than or equal to $x$. In addition, up to $e$ errors and $s$ erasures can be corrected where $2e + s = n - k$. This means that with erasures only correction, $n - k$ errors can be corrected, if the error locations are known. An important property of RS codes is that shortening, puncturing and extending (within limits) results in another MDS code.

Bounded distance decoding of the RS codes is assumed in this thesis. This can be achieved with the Berlekamp-Massey or Euclidean algorithms[33]. In this case, decoding is successful only if the received word lies within the decoding sphere of a valid codeword. Otherwise, the decoder reports a decoding failure. Both algorithms employ an iterative technique to first find the error locations, then the values of the code word symbols at these locations. For ATM communications, erasures-only decoding is employed, so that only the symbol values at the erased positions need
be computed. Erasures are more suitable to ATM since data loss is mainly due to congestion. ATM transmission media, mainly fibers, are generally characterized by a very low bit error rate, which does not contribute significantly to data loss.

2.3 Impact of Error Correction Codes on ATM Network Resources and Quality of Service

Studies such as [17, 18] show that FEC is advantageous when deployed in ATM networks. However none has shown the impact of using such schemes on ATM network resources and quality of service. In this section, a simple approach to analytically study the impact of Reed-Solomon (RS) codes on ATM network resources is attempted.

2.3.1 Preliminaries and Modeling

Using FEC schemes in ATM networks has potential impact on network resources. In order to study the gains to ATM networks in general and ATM switch design in particular due to FEC deployment, the configuration in Figure 2.3 is assumed.

A connection is established between points A and B which may traverse one or more switches. In order to study the impact of traffic that is FEC encoded on ATM network resources, we consider one switch (refer to Fig. 2.3) with buffer size \( B \). The
switch receives a load, called offered load \((\rho)\), which is defined as the average fraction of
an input link bandwidth that is used.

For FEC schemes we assume RS erasure codes which are different from the classical
RS codes in that the location of errors are known and hence no attempt to find them
is required [21]. Let us assume an \((n,k)\) RS erasure only coding scheme in \(GF(2^8)\).
This implies that the symbol length is 8 bits or an octet. In this case a code word
can still be recovered if \(n - k\) or less symbols are lost. Since data in ATM networks
are lost in cells or bursts of 48 octets, \(n\) and \(k\) are chosen such that \(n - k\) is an integer
multiple of 48 octets. This guarantees that lost cells can be recovered.

To transmit the higher layer data (i.e. application data), we assume a stream of
data to be delivered continuously to the encoder. The encoder then gathers the data
into blocks of size \(k\). In the case where no FEC is used, each data block will require
\(K = \lceil k/48 \rceil\) cells and will have a block error probability \((BEP_{\text{uncoded}})\) of:

\[
BEP_{\text{uncoded}} = 1 - (1 - CLR)^K. \tag{2.1}
\]

On the other hand, if FEC is used then each of the data blocks of size \(k\) is encoded
with the RS encoder. The coded block is now of length \(n\) and will require \(N\) ATM
cells where \(N = \lceil n/48 \rceil\). The probability of the encoded block being in error upon
reception \((BEP_{\text{coded}})\) is defined as the probability of losing \(R = \lceil n-k \rceil + 1\) or more
cells:

\[
BEP_{\text{coded}} = \sum_{i=R}^{N} \binom{N}{i} CLR^i (1 - CLR)^{N-i}. \tag{2.2}
\]

where \(CLR\) is cell loss ratio.

For the purpose of this study, a \((255,207)\) RS FEC scheme is assumed. This means
that redundant symbols occupy one cell only. The corresponding probability functions
as described in Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.1), are plotted in Figure 2.4. The figure depicts
that a lower error probability is attained when FEC is deployed. Alternatively, a
block of data cells with actual CLR is delivered at a much lower apparent CLR when
FEC is used. This plot serves as a reference throughout this chapter.

In what follows we investigate the major effects of using FEC schemes on ATM
switch resources using the above assumptions. Using FEC schemes potentially reduces
Figure 2.4. Block error probabilities for uncoded and FEC coded blocks. FEC coded blocks have lower error rates than uncoded blocks.
ATM switch resources requirements. The interest is in envisioning the impact of deploying FEC on switch buffer size and capacity. Capacity is defined in terms of the maximum number of connections that can be established in a switch.

2.3.2 Resource allocation requirements

It is crucial to study the impact of deploying FEC on switch resources. One important switch resource is the buffer size. Regardless of the buffering strategy followed, limited buffer sizes ultimately lead to congestion and cell loss. One way to overcome this congestion problem is to use large buffers.

One way to study the impact of FEC on switch buffer requirements is to assume the configuration of Figure 2.3. In addition we assume that a connection generates a traffic load \( \rho \) and requests a desired CLR. Then buffer requirements, \( B \), in the switch are approximated by

\[
B = D \times \frac{\log(\text{CLR})}{\log(\rho)}
\]  

(2.3)

where \( D \) is the PDU burst size in cells [6]. \( D \) equals \( \left[ \frac{N}{48} \right] \) for FEC, otherwise it equals \( \left[ \frac{N}{48} \right] \).

The objective CLR is derived from Figure 2.4. For a specific BEP (y axis), which corresponds to a desired CLR, the corresponding CLR is derived (x axis) that we will refer to as actual CLR. When establishing a connection, actual CLR value is negotiated as extended QoS parameter [34]. In this case, acceptable forward and backward CLR parameters of the calling user are specified. CLR is expressed as an order of magnitude \( m \), where CLR takes the value \( 10^{-m} \) [34].

Using the mapping strategy described above and Eq. (2.3), buffer size requirements are shown in Figures 2.5 when desired CLR equals \( 10^{-10} \). In this case actual CLR are \( 10^{-10} \) for uncoded PDUs and \( 10^{-5} \) for FEC encoded PDUs. Similarly when the desired CLR is about \( 10^{-5} \), buffer requirements are shown in Figure 2.6. Actual CLR for uncoded PDU is \( 10^{-5} \) and that for FEC encoded is \( 10^{-3} \). The two figures indicate that for a given offered load, buffer requirement generally increases as the objective CLR decreases. This is expected since traffic with lower CLR guarantee (i.e. higher \( m \)) imposes more stringent requirements and hence more buffer spaces are required to store the incoming cells.
Figure 2.5. The impact of using FEC on switch buffer size at cell loss ratio (CLR) $1 \times 10^{-10}$. 
Figure 2.6. The impact of using FEC on switch buffer size at cell loss ratio (CLR) $1 \times 10^{-5}$. 
When using FEC schemes, buffer spaces required by ATM switches at a given offered load can be made limited. The sizes of these buffers are less than or equal to the sizes needed by the worst CLR that might be encountered. This is a valid argument since FEC schemes are capable of regenerating a limited number of lost cells.

As a conclusion, deployment of FEC schemes relaxes CLR requirements and hence smaller buffering spaces could be engineered. This effect has double benefit when compared to a switch of similar buffer size without FEC. First, more buffer space is allocated to other connections to improve their QoS. Second, CLR is improved so that connection admission control (CAC) mechanism may admit more connections (see Section 2.3.3).

To study the saving in buffer sizes due to the deployment of FEC schemes, let us assume $B'$ to be the buffer size corresponding to the case where FEC traffic with actual $CLR'$ is entering the switch and $B$ is the buffer size when no FEC is used with actual $CLR$. $D$ and $\rho$ are the same in both cases in Eq. (2.3), thus we obtain:

$$\frac{B}{B'} = \frac{\log CLR}{\log CLR'}.$$  (2.4)

Essentially buffer size required by FEC traffic is less than non-FEC traffic. Buffer saving, which is calculated as $\frac{B-B'}{B}$, is shown in Figure 2.7. When there is no coding more buffer is required to maintain QoS as CLR increases. However we can save up to 80% of buffer sizes when FEC is deployed and still maintain the same QoS for all established connections.

2.3.3 Capacity

ATM switches generally are characterized by limited resources mainly buffers. Incoming connection requests to the switch are accepted under the condition that there is no QoS degradation to existing connections and the QoS of those incoming connections is guaranteed. For example, when a new connection request is received, CLR is extrapolated [14]. The new CLR value is compared against an objective CLR. A connection is accepted if the new CLR is less than or equal to the objective CLR, else the connection is rejected.
In the previous section we showed that a connection with specific load will require less buffer spaces when FEC is used. It is expected then that FEC schemes might add the advantage of accepting more connections without exceeding the switch CLR objective. To validate this, two cases with two different connection types namely; constant bit rate (CBR) connections and variable bit rate (VBR) connection are studied analytically. The emphasis of the study is to show how many connections of the above types separately the switch can handle based on the switch buffer space available.

**Case 1: CBR connections:** CLR for a switch with buffer size $B$ and $C$ CBR connections is approximated by:

$$CLR \approx e^{[-2B(1-\rho)-\frac{2B^2}{\rho}]} \quad (2.5)$$

where $\rho$ is the offered load [6, 35].

Solving Eq. (2.5) for the number of CBR connections, $C$, that can be admitted given an objective CLR, gives:
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Figure 2.8. Number of CBR connections under different buffer sizes with 90% offered load at CLR of 1 \times 10^{-6}.

\[ C \approx \frac{2B^2}{-\ln CLR - 2B(1 - \rho)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

Figures 2.8 and 2.9 plot the average number of CBR connections admitted into a switch with different buffer sizes $B$ at two values of offered load 0.9 and 0.7, respectively. CLR value is picked such that it reflects voice traffic characteristics; the value used is 10^{-6}.

The above figures show that more CBR connection would be admitted into a switch if FEC schemes are used given a fixed buffer size.

Case 2: VBR connections: The analytical model that relates the average number of VBR connections, $n$, to buffer sizes, is derived from [6]. The model is derived from the fact that VBR traffic distribution can be modeled using a normal approximation to the binomial distribution for $V$ VBR sources with an average activity per source of $\rho$ [6]. The required buffer size is approximated by:
Figure 2.9. Number of CBR connections under different buffer sizes with 70% offered load at CLR of $1 \times 10^{-6}$. 
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\[ B \approx V \rho + \alpha \sqrt{V \rho (1 - \rho)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

where

\[ \alpha = \sqrt{-2 \ln(2 \times CLR)}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

Solving Eq. (2.7) for \( V \) gives:

\[ V \approx \frac{\gamma - 2B + \alpha^2(1 - \rho)}{2\rho} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)

where

\[ \gamma = \sqrt{4B^2 + \alpha^4(1 - \rho)^2 + 4B\alpha^2(1 - \rho) - 4}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)

The number of VBR connections to be admitted is solely based on buffer spaces available given that CLR is fixed. Figure 2.10 shows the number of VBR connections handled when FEC schemes are used for different buffer sizes and source activities \( \rho \). A specified CLR objective is again picked to reflect data type traffic characteristics.

It is needless to mention that using FEC schemes potentially increase the number of VBR connections to be admitted into an ATM switch without requiring more buffer sizes. Equivalently FEC guarantees VBR traffic QoS for a fraction of the buffer size.

2.4 Concluding Remarks

Different FEC schemes had been proposed in the literature. The only drawback with these schemes is their constant correction rate. Due to the nature of errors in ATM communications, it is essential to have adaptive correction schemes especially to be used with real-time applications where delay is crucial.

Moreover the impact of deploying FEC schemes on ATM network resources has been studied. The analysis conducted in this chapter shows that it is advantageous to consider FEC, and the key benefits are:

1. Significant reduction in buffer sizes even at low CLR. Almost 50% buffer space saving is achieved when FEC is used at a CLR range of \( 10^{-10} \) to \( 10^{-4} \). At higher CLR values greater savings are observed.
Figure 2.10. Number of VBR connections that a switch can handle under different buffer sizes at CLR of $1 \times 10^{-10}$. 
2. More connections to be admitted into the switch without deterioration in the QoS. For CBR traffic it has been observed that for the same number of connections half the buffer space is needed when FEC is deployed. However not as much enhancement is to be achieved when VBR traffic is assumed. One possible reason is that the behavior of VBR traffic is not as predictable as CBR and thus the formulas used to describe it is much of an estimation.

3. FEC can be applied at different points in the ATM communication infrastructure. Some services, such as real-time video over VBR, would require FEC at the UNIs. Other services such as CBR can utilize the power of FEC at any point in the network.
Chapter 3

An Adaptive FEC based on RS Codes

Chapter 1 listed some of the congestion control mechanisms used in ATM networks. Chapter 2 showed some of the effort invested in applying FEC codes and techniques to ATM communication. Different approaches had been proposed at different levels of the BISDN/ATM model [25, 26, 1, 27].

In this chapter, we propose a novel adaptive FEC scheme based on RS codes. We further investigate its applicability and operation. Adaptive FEC codes have been used intensively in satellite communications. References [23, 24] have more details in this regard. This chapter however contains a new proposal for a framework utilizing adaptive FEC codes.

The adaptive FEC scheme proposed in this chapter is based on RS codes introduced in Chapter 2. The detailed scheme is explained in Section 3.1. The scheme theory is given in Section 3.2. In addition the encoding and decoding procedures are described mathematically in GF(2^m). Based on the mathematical results obtained, an application framework is proposed in Section 3.3. The framework consists of a protocol that has to be executed by communicating entities. A key feature of the proposed scheme is security. This feature is thoroughly discussed in Section 3.4.

3.1 The Novel Adaptive Scheme

In the classical (n, k) RS codes, n − k redundant symbols are introduced to the original k symbols. These n − k symbols protect the data from loss and the RS CODECs will be capable of recovering up to n − k symbols in the resulting code word of length n.
Therefore the correction rate is constant. These \( n - k \) symbols are always appended to the data symbols even if there are no errors. This means that channel bandwidth is sometimes wasted.

In ATM networks, cell loss can happen due to several factors as described in Chapter 2. Moreover the state at which the network is causing this cell loss is changing. Therefore it is more suitable to have an adaptive scheme after which only lost cells are regenerated. The motivation here is to achieve higher bandwidth utilization by reducing the redundancy in the code word. One possible scheme is to have the flexibility of varying \( k \). Although this is theoretically possible it might be practically not feasible. The design of such RS decoders may be very costly.

Alternatively we introduce an additional coding parameter, \( l \), which denotes the number of information symbols punctured (i.e. set to zero or any other value agreed upon) from the original \((n, k)\) RS code. The main function of \( l \) is to increase the error correcting rate by zeroing \( l \) of the \( k \) information symbols. The parameter \( l \) can also be used for data security as will be discussed in Section 3.4.

For ATM communication deployment, RS encoding and decoding are done on cells. Figure 3.1 shows the symbol distribution of the new coding technique. \( k - l \) cells are to be encoded and sent together. One byte of the cell payload is used for sequencing since the RS CODEC assumes knowledge of erasure location. The symbols are interleaved over the cell length.

This approach has two advantages. First, it creates a wider or more versatile range of error correcting capabilities. A conventional \((n, k)\) RS code has the ability to correct up to \( n - k \) erasures. Zeroing \( l \) of the \( k \) information symbols increases the error correcting capability. For example, with a \((255,201)\) RS code over \( GF(2^8) \), 54 symbol erasures out of 255 symbols (i.e. 20%) can be corrected. If \( l = 100 \) (i.e. 100 symbols are set to zero), then 54 erasures out of 155 symbols (i.e. 30%) can be corrected. Figure 3.2 shows the percentage of erasures that can occur in a \((255,223,l)\) RS code and still be recovered. Conventional techniques have a constant rate, while correction capability of the proposed technique is variable. Hence the proposed scheme has more flexibility over the conventional schemes.

Second, using a conventional RS code requires that \( n \) cells be transmitted across the communication channel. This significantly contributes to the ATM congestion
The adaptive \((n,k,l)\) RS code over \(\text{GF}(2^8)\) in ATM communications. The first byte of each cell is used as a sequence number. \((k - l) \times 47\) data bytes (I) and \(l \times 47\) zero bytes (0) are used to generate \((n - k) \times 47\) parity bytes (P). The resultant \(n - l\) cells of size 53 bytes are interleaved and transmitted.
Figure 3.2. Comparison of the erasure correction capability of a conventional (255,223) RS code and a versatile (255,223,1) RS code.
Figure 3.3. The number of ATM cells needed to carry a PDU of size 1000 octets using AFEC (255, k, l) RS code, where 100 ≤ k ≤ 233, and 0 ≤ l < k.

problem. On the other hand, the new technique requires that only n – l cells be transmitted, since the zeroed symbols can simply be recreated at the receiver. A PDU of size D will require a number of ATM cells to carry it. The number of ATM cells in this case, assuming one byte of the cell payload is used for sequencing, can be expressed by:

\[ \# \text{ ATM cells} = \left\lceil \frac{D}{k-l} \right\rceil \left\lfloor \frac{n-l}{47} \right\rfloor \]

Figure 3.3 depicts the number of ATM cells needed to transfer a PDU of size 1000 octets using AFEC (255, k, l) where 100 ≤ k ≤ 233, and 0 ≤ l < k. The figure shows that there exists a range of values for k and l that satisfies the criterion of carrying a PDU over certain number of ATM cells. It can easily be argued that for a specific quality of service and network congestion, k and l can be chosen from that range to satisfy the network conditions.

For a given value of l, Figure 3.4 shows the number of cells needed to carry a
Figure 3.4. The impact of varying $k$ on the number of ATM cells to carry a PDU of size 1000 when $l = 20$.

PDU of size 1000 octets when $k$ varies. The stair shaped curve is due to the ceiling function effect of dividing the PDU over ATM cells. The last cell may carry padding information.

On the other hand, for a given value of $k$, Figure 3.5 shows the number of cells needed to carry a PDU of size 1000 octets when $l$ varies. One could observe that as $l$ reaches $k$ the number of cells increases quickly. This behavior may not be desired after certain limit since coding efficiency may be low and therefore low throughput may occur. This suggests that an upper bound on the value of $l$ could be used.

Finally, the end-to-end delay associated with transmitting a group of cells is reduced, depending on the level of quality and reliability requested. Further discussion will be given in Chapter 4.

Before we proceed any further let us explore the gain of using AFEC over classical FEC schemes. The lemma below gives quantitatively the increase in correction rate.
Figure 3.5. The impact of varying $l$ on the number of ATM cells to carry a PDU of size 1000 when $k = 233$. 
due to AFEC deployment on a traffic stream.

**Lemma 1** The adaptive \((n, k, l)\) RS scheme increases the correction rate by a factor of \(1/(n-l)\) when compared to the classical RS FEC.

**Proof.** In the classical RS scheme the correction rate \((R)\) is defined as:

\[
R = \frac{n-k}{n}. \tag{3.1}
\]

Now when the adaptive RS is used, the number of symbols is reduced by \(l\). The correction rate \((R')\) is given by:

\[
R' = \frac{n-k}{n-l}. \tag{3.2}
\]

The increase in correction rate \((\delta)\) is found to be:

\[
\delta = \frac{n-k}{n-l} - \frac{n-k}{n}. \tag{3.3}
\]

After some manipulation, we have the increase in correction rate to be equal to:

\[
\delta = \frac{l}{n-l} \frac{n-k}{n}. \tag{3.4}
\]

Hence the correction rate is increased by a factor of \(l/(n-l)\).

The corollary of the above lemma is that a traffic stream that uses AFEC can tolerate to losing up to \(l/(n-l)\) percent of its traffic, when compared to the same traffic but using FEC, without losing the level of QoS.

In the rest of this thesis, the versatile or adaptive RS code is denoted by the parameters \((n,k,l)\). In this context sometimes we will refer to this scheme by AFEC standing for adaptive FEC scheme. The parameters \(k\) and \(l\) are part of the QoS negotiated between entities\(^1\). Section 3.3 describes how these parameters are negotiated.

\(^1\)The parameter \(n\) is chosen to be constant for simplicity.
3.2 Adaptive \((n,k,l)\) RS Erasure Correcting Code

One advantage of this adaptive coding technique is its low design and operational complexities. This is essentially due to the fact that the sender and receiver have comparable hardware complexity. The coding parameters, \(k\) and \(l\), are set according to the QoS negotiated. Although RS decoding is a complex algebraic operation, using only erasure correction greatly simplifies the decoding algorithm. It is also assumed that the code word length \(n\) is fixed, so that the same encoder and decoder can be used throughout the network. In this work a similar approach to the one described in [21] is followed.

In the general case, consider the \(k-l\) information symbols to be transmitted. These can be represented by a polynomial of degree \(k-l-1\)

\[
i(x) = i_0 + i_1x + \ldots + i_{k-l-2}x^{k-l-2} + i_{k-l-1}x^{k-l-1}
\]

The code word is constructed in a systematic form so that it can be represented by the following polynomial of degree \(n-1\)

\[
c(x) = c_0 + c_1x + \ldots + c_{k-l-1}x^{k-l-1} + c_{k-l}x^{k-l} + \ldots + c_{k-1}x^{k-1} + c_kx^k + \ldots + c_{n-1}x^{n-1}
\]

where \(c_i \in \text{GF}(2^m)\) and \(I, O\) and \(P\) are as defined in Figure 3.1. Note that the \(l\) information symbols which are set to 0 will not be transmitted.

The \(n-k\) parity symbols are chosen such that the code word is divisible by the generator polynomial. The generator polynomial, \(g(x)\), has degree \(n-k\) and is of the form

\[
g(x) = (x - \alpha^1)(x - \alpha^2)\ldots(x - \alpha^{n-k})
\]

where the \(\alpha^i\) are \(n-k\) consecutive powers of \(\alpha \in \text{GF}(2^m)\) [36].

The systematic code word is constructed by dividing \(x^{-k}i(x)\) by \(g(x)\) to obtain the parity symbols, \(p(x)\) (Refer to Fig. 3.1). Then the code word is

\[
c(x) = i(x) + x^kp(x)
\]

and is clearly divisible by \(g(x)\). Note that the \(l\) most significant symbols of \(i(x)\) are zero. Next we need to show how the encoder and the decoder work.
3. An Adaptive FEC based on RS Codes

Encoder

Encoding means to find the parity polynomial $p(x)$ which is of length $n-k$. Moreover the parity polynomial symbols are chosen such that $g(x)$ divides $c(x)$. From Eq. 3.6, we know that:

$$c(x) = 0 \text{ for } x = \alpha^1, \alpha^2, \ldots, x = \alpha^{n-k}$$

Hence to ensure that $g(x)$ divides $c(x)$, the following $n-k$ equations must be true:

$$0 = i_0\alpha^{1(0)} + \ldots + i_{k-1}\alpha^{1(k-1)} + c_k\alpha^{1k} + \ldots + c_{n-1}\alpha^{1(n-1)}$$

$$0 = i_0\alpha^{2(0)} + \ldots + i_{k-1}\alpha^{2(k-1)} + c_k\alpha^{2k} + \ldots + c_{n-1}\alpha^{2(n-1)}$$

$$\vdots$$

$$0 = i_0\alpha^{(n-k)(0)} + \ldots + i_{k-1}\alpha^{(n-k)(k-1)} + c_k\alpha^{(n-k)k} + \ldots + c_{n-1}\alpha^{(n-k)(n-1)}$$

The set of $n-k$ simultaneous equations, with $n$ terms and $n-k$ unknowns, can be uniquely solved for the $n-k$ unknowns which form $p(x)$. One way to solve this system of equations is with matrix manipulation. The above simultaneous equations are represented by a matrix as shown below.

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\alpha^{1k} & \ldots & \alpha^{1(n-1)} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
\alpha^{(n-k)k} & \ldots & \alpha^{(n-k)(n-1)}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
c_k \\
c_{n-1}
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
i_0\alpha^{1(0)} + \ldots + i_{k-1}\alpha^{1(k-1)} \\
\vdots \\
i_0\alpha^{(n-k)(0)} + \ldots + i_{k-1}\alpha^{(n-k)(k-1)}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

Decoder

For upto $n-k$ errors or erasures in a transmitted codeword, can be corrected if their locations are known; in our case, the location of errors is known from the missing cell sequence number. The decoding algorithm in this case is identical to the encoding scheme described above except the unknowns are in different positions. For example, assume that $i_0$ to $i_{u-1}$ are lost and that $(n-k) > u$, then using the same technique as in the encoder we can express the $u$ simultaneous equations with $n$ terms and $u$ unknowns as:

$$0 = i_0\alpha^{1(0)} + \ldots + i_{u-1}\alpha^{1(u-1)} + \ldots + c_k\alpha^{1k} + \ldots + c_{n-1}\alpha^{1(n-1)}$$

$$0 = i_0\alpha^{2(0)} + \ldots + i_{u-1}\alpha^{2(u-1)} + \ldots + c_k\alpha^{2k} + \ldots + c_{n-1}\alpha^{2(n-1)}$$
The above system of equations can be solved by matrix manipulation and be represented by:

\[
\begin{align*}
0 &= i_0 \alpha^{u(0)} + \ldots + i_{u-1} \alpha^{u(u-1)} + \ldots + c_k \alpha^{uk} + \ldots + c_{n-1} \alpha^{u(n-1)} \\
&= \begin{bmatrix}
\alpha^{1(0)} & \ldots & \alpha^{1(u-1)} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\alpha^{u(0)} & \ldots & \alpha^{u(u-1)}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
i_0 \\
i_u \\
i_{u-1}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
i_u \alpha^{1(u)} + \ldots + c_{n-1} \alpha^{1(n-1)} \\
\vdots \\
i_u \alpha^{u(u)} + \ldots + c_{n-1} \alpha^{u(n-1)}
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]  

Solving the matrix equation above will reveal the lost information symbols.

The above explains simply the mathematics behind encoding and decoding operation for RS codes. There are many VLSI implementations for RS CODEC. References [37], [38], [39] and [40] are some examples of RS CODECS which can be used in ATM communications.

**An AFEC example**

Here we will show the encoding and decoding operations as described above. We will be using AFEC (7,5,1) over GF(2^3). The symbol length is 3 bits and AFEC can correct up to 2 missing symbols. The field elements are then defined using GF(2^3) primitive polynomial, \( x^3 + x + 1 \), where \( \alpha \) is a root so that \( \alpha^3 = \alpha + 1 \) [36]. Table 3.1 shows the power representation of the field elements.

Using the elements of Table 3.1 we then define the addition and multiplication tables as shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

Let us assume that the information to be transmitted is:

\[ I = (i_0 = \alpha^0, i_1 = \alpha^5, i_2 = \alpha^2, i_3 = \alpha^4) \]

Using Eq. 3.6, the generator polynomial is defined as:

\[ g(x) = (x - \alpha^1)(x - \alpha^2) \]

and from 3.7, we get:

\[ c(x) = 0 \text{ for } x = \alpha^1 \text{ and } \alpha^2 \]
### Table 3.1. A representation of $GF(2^3)$ generated from $\alpha^3 = \alpha + 1$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zero and powers of $\alpha$</th>
<th>Binary value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^1$</td>
<td>010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^2$</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^3$</td>
<td>011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^4$</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^5$</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^6$</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3.2. The addition table for $GF(2^3)$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\alpha^2$</th>
<th>$\alpha^3$</th>
<th>$\alpha^4$</th>
<th>$\alpha^5$</th>
<th>$\alpha^6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$\alpha^2$</td>
<td>$\alpha^3$</td>
<td>$\alpha^4$</td>
<td>$\alpha^5$</td>
<td>$\alpha^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\alpha^3$</td>
<td>$\alpha^6$</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$\alpha^5$</td>
<td>$\alpha^4$</td>
<td>$\alpha^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$\alpha^3$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\alpha^4$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\alpha^2$</td>
<td>$\alpha^6$</td>
<td>$\alpha^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^2$</td>
<td>$\alpha^2$</td>
<td>$\alpha^6$</td>
<td>$\alpha^4$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\alpha^5$</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$\alpha^3$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^3$</td>
<td>$\alpha^3$</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\alpha^5$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\alpha^6$</td>
<td>$\alpha^2$</td>
<td>$\alpha^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^4$</td>
<td>$\alpha^4$</td>
<td>$\alpha^5$</td>
<td>$\alpha^2$</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$\alpha^6$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\alpha^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^5$</td>
<td>$\alpha^5$</td>
<td>$\alpha^4$</td>
<td>$\alpha^6$</td>
<td>$\alpha^3$</td>
<td>$\alpha^2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^6$</td>
<td>$\alpha^6$</td>
<td>$\alpha^2$</td>
<td>$\alpha^5$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\alpha^4$</td>
<td>$\alpha^3$</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.3. The multiplication table for \( GF(2^3) \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \cdot )</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( \alpha^2 )</th>
<th>( \alpha^3 )</th>
<th>( \alpha^4 )</th>
<th>( \alpha^5 )</th>
<th>( \alpha^6 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>( \alpha^2 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^3 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^4 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^5 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^6 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>( \alpha^2 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^3 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^4 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^5 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^6 )</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha^2 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \alpha^2 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^3 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^4 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^5 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^6 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha^3 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \alpha^3 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^4 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^5 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^6 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>( \alpha^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha^4 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \alpha^4 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^5 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^6 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>( \alpha^2 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha^5 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \alpha^5 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^6 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>( \alpha^2 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^3 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha^6 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \alpha^6 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>( \alpha^2 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^3 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^4 )</td>
<td>( \alpha^5 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the encoding operation, the unknown parity symbols, \( c_5 \) and \( c_6 \), need to be found. Using equations 3.8 through 3.10, we know that:

\[
0 = i_0 \alpha^{i_0(0)} + i_1 \alpha^{i_1(1)} + i_2 \alpha^{i_2(2)} + i_3 \alpha^{i_3(3)} + i_4 \alpha^{i_4(4)} + c_5 \alpha^{c_5(5)} + c_6 \alpha^{c_6(6)} \tag{3.16}
\]

\[
0 = i_0 \alpha^{2(0)} + i_1 \alpha^{2(1)} + i_2 \alpha^{2(2)} + i_3 \alpha^{2(3)} + i_4 \alpha^{2(4)} + c_5 \alpha^{2(5)} + c_6 \alpha^{2(6)} \tag{3.17}
\]

where \( i_4 \) is the zero symbol. Substituting the information symbols with their respective values, and after some manipulation we derive the following matrix representation.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\alpha^5 & \alpha^6 \\
\alpha^3 & \alpha^5
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
c_5 \\
c_6
\end{bmatrix}
=
\begin{bmatrix}
\alpha^3 \\
\alpha^4
\end{bmatrix}
\tag{3.18}
\]

The unique solution to the above matrix is:

\[
c_5 = \alpha^2 \tag{3.19}
\]

\[
c_6 = \alpha^2 \tag{3.20}
\]

Therefore the codeword to be transmitted is:

\[
I = (i_0 = \alpha^0, i_1 = \alpha^5, i_2 = \alpha^2, i_3 = \alpha^4, i_4 = 0, c_5 = \alpha^2, c_6 = \alpha^2).
\]

Please note that when this codeword is sent out, the zero symbol (in this case \( i_4 \)) is not sent out. However this zero symbol is recreated by the receiver since its location is known to the receiver.
Let us assume that two errors occurred to the codeword, the location of a symbol in error will be represented by \( e \). The received codeword after adding the zero symbol to it, will look like this:

\[
I = (i_0 = \alpha^0, i_1 = \alpha^5, i_2 = \alpha^2, i_3 = e, i_4 = 0, c_5 = e, c_6 = \alpha^2).
\]

The receiver applies the decoding algorithm to recover the erasures. Again the decoder generates the two simultaneous equations as described in Eq. 3.12 through Eq. 3.14. This produces the following equations:

\[
0 = \alpha^0 \alpha^{1(0)} + \alpha^5 \alpha^{1(1)} + \alpha^2 \alpha^{1(2)} + i_3 \alpha^{1(3)} + 0 \alpha^{1(4)} + c_5 \alpha^{1(5)} + \alpha^2 \alpha^{1(6)} \quad (3.21)
\]

\[
0 = \alpha^0 \alpha^{2(0)} + \alpha^5 \alpha^{2(1)} + \alpha^2 \alpha^{2(2)} + i_3 \alpha^{2(3)} + 0 \alpha^{2(4)} + c_5 \alpha^{2(5)} + \alpha^2 \alpha^{2(6)} \quad (3.22)
\]

After some manipulations, the following matrix is generated:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\alpha^3 & \alpha^5 \\
\alpha^6 & \alpha^3
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
i_3 \\
c_5
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
\alpha^2
\end{bmatrix}
\quad (3.23)
\]

The unique solution of the above matrix is:

\[
i_3 = \alpha^4 \quad (3.24)
\]

\[
c_5 = \alpha^2 \quad (3.25)
\]

Thus the decoder output is:

\[
I = (i_0 = \alpha^0, i_1 = \alpha^5, i_2 = \alpha^2, i_3 = \alpha^4, i_4 = 0, c_5 = \alpha^2, c_6 = \alpha^2).
\]

which is the codeword generated by the sender's encoder.

In the next section, the negotiation of the coding parameters is discussed.

### 3.3 A Protocol Framework Deploying AFEC

FEC schemes can be deployed either above the ATM protocol stack or below it (i.e. over the physical media). In this section we are interested in investigating scenarios for how the communication entities will negotiate the coding parameters based on the network congestion sensed.
For simplicity and without losing generality, a unicast communication session is considered. The protocol can be applied on a segment basis or on a connection basis. A segment is either a VCC or VPC communication path between two VC or VP switching elements or nodes, and no other similar switch exists between them. A connection is two or more segments that establish an end-to-end communication path, as shown in Fig. 3.6. For simplicity the two nodes of a segment are referred to as the source and destination. Usually ATM channels are bidirectional. The source transmits data in one direction (forward direction). The bandwidth in the other direction (reverse direction) is set to zero. However periodic control messages are transmitted over the reverse channel.

The protocol under consideration is running over connections. A similar approach can be derived for segments with the assumption that the source and destination are able to store and manipulate data cells.

The sender begins by initiating cell transmission in the forward path. At the receiver, the number of missing cells is determined. This number indicates that either network congestion occurred along the transmission path or the path is noisy. If the physical medium is characterized by a high error rate, such as a satellite transmission channel, then noise may be the major source of errors. Based on this estimate of cell loss, the receiver determines the most suitable FEC parameters $k$ and $l$. A Management Cell (MC) is sent through the reverse path (Fig.3.6). The sender receives the MC and updates the FEC parameters associated with this connection.

A lookup table is used to store the FEC parameters associated with each destination address. Initially (i.e. upon connection setup) $k$ and $l$ are set to zero (no coding)
Figure 3.7. Flowchart of actions taken by sender.
or to some value that corresponds to low error rate. The receiver updates $k$ and $l$
according to the cell loss encountered. These parameters are negotiated depending
on congestion and noise in the path.

As data loss is detected by the receiver, the values of $k$ and $l$ are estimated. Then
a coding request is initiated and sent back to the sender. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show
flowcharts of the actions taken by the sender and receiver, respectively.

Non zero values in the FEC parameter values in the lookup table indicate that
cells are collected as a block of data and passed to the $(k,n,l)$ RS encoder which
produces a coded block of length $n - l$, as shown in Fig. 3.1. At the receiving side,
same $k$ and $l$ values are used for decoding.

The signaling in this proposed protocol is assumed to be in the forward path,
which means that only the receivers determine the FEC parameters. This is more
effective because the receiver can easily determine the number of lost cells. The traffic
can then be reshaped accordingly. In this protocol, usage of the reverse connection is
minimized. Only management cells (MC) with the FEC parameters are sent back to
the source. Once the sender receives these MCs, it resets the cell sequence number.
The receiver then expects coded data from the next cell with sequence number 0.

3.4 Security Feature

Among the three main operations carried out in information systems namely, pro­
cessing, storage and transmission, transmission carries the greatest security risks [41].
Cryptography is one way to boost the security measures. Cryptography is the art of
hiding information in a secret way so as to preserve its confidentiality [41]. Two oper­
ations are usually associated with cryptography: encipherment or to produce secure
information and decipherment or to retrieve the original information.

Cryptosystems, which are pieces of software or hardware to conduct encipherment
and decipherment, have two main components to function properly. These compo­
nents are the cipher algorithm and the cipher key [42]. Communicating entities must
agree on those components prior to any data transfer. For an intruder to reveal
the encrypted message, both components need to be obtained. The strength of a
cryptosystems is measured by the difficulty of obtaining such information.
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![Flow chart of actions taken by receiver.](image)

**Figure 3.8.** Flow chart of actions taken by receiver.
Shannon's theory of secrecy systems had contributed greatly to the theory of encipherment [41, 42]. Shannon identified two significant classes of encipherment systems: Unconditionally secure and computationally secure. Unconditionally secure cryptosystems cannot be broken even with infinite computational resources.

Computationally secure cryptosystems, on the other hand, are breakable, however, the algorithm used to break it requires a number of operations that is very large. This large number of operations is impossible to complete even with the fastest conceivable computational power. For example if a machine is capable of testing $10^6$ cipher keys simultaneously, it would take it 107 days to exhaustively search for a key of length 64 bits if each search takes one microsecond. Whereas more than one hundred years are needed if a search takes one millisecond on the same machine [41].

Many cryptosystems have been invented. One example is the data encryption standard (DES) which is a widely used encipherment scheme. This cryptosystem is sometimes referred to as private-key where the same key is used in encipherment and decipherment [42]. The drawback of this cryptosystem is that the cipher key needs to be communicated between entities prior to any data transfer assuming secure channels [42]. Another popular encipherment scheme is the Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA) cryptosystem or sometimes called the public-key systems. The basic idea behind RSA is that encipher keys are made public whereas decipherment is done using privately owned decipher keys. Further treatment on the subject of cryptography and different cryptosystems can be found in [41, 42].

After the brief introduction of cryptography, now we need to look into the security aspect of the AFEC. Usually encipherment algorithm is handled independent of error correction algorithm. The two algorithms use different fields or spaces with different operations. This means that two stages of operation or layering are required. Here we are proposing a new schema to add security to the operation along with the correction capability of the code. Unlike classical approaches, this is done in one stage. The advantages are cut in operational costs and ease of implementation since no different fields and operations are required.

The technique we are proposing is to use some predefined polynomial instead of the string of the zero symbols. This key is used by both the encoder and encipherer as shown in Figure 3.9. The crypto algorithm proposed here is a simple $GF()$ addition
operation. The combined encryption algorithm (i.e. encoding and encryption) is outlined in the following steps:

1. The data is encoded using AFEC with the key, $\kappa$. The codeword is then passed for enciphering (point $a$ in Figure 3.9).
2. The key, $\kappa$, is replicated to form a new polynomial, $\gamma$, of length $n$, which is the length of the codeword.
3. The codeword is then added to $\gamma$ to generate the ciphertext for transmission (point $b$ in Figure 3.9).

The combined decryption algorithm (i.e. decryption and decoding) is given in the following steps:

1. The ciphertext is received with erasures and deciphered using $\gamma$ (point $c$ in Figure 3.9). In this step if there is no error or the error is happening in the parity part of the codeword then there is no need for decoding.
2. If error or erasures are sensed in the data part of the codeword, then the key, $\kappa$, is used for decoding. Error location is always known due to sequencing. The original data transmitted is then recovered (point $d$ of Figure 3.9).
The advantages of such scheme is that it does not add cost due to the security operation. Existing tables and manipulation for AFEC CODEC are used. It is needless to mention that a simple addition is only needed. This operation is done on a symbol-by-symbol basis in both enciphering and deciphering which makes it simple. In addition the security in this scheme comes from the length of the key polynomial, \( \kappa \), and the choice of its terms.

In a related issue the key is always changing either due to congestion or to add more sophistication to the security. This scheme is not a one-time pad cryptosystem. However it can be used as a minimum security for communications.

In Eq. 3.5, the \( O \) symbols, namely \( c_{k-1} \) through \( c_{k-1} \), are set to the zero element. When these symbols are set to non-zero, we establish the security in the code. For example if the security key \( (\kappa) \), which is of length \( l \), is given by:

\[
\kappa(x) = s_0 + s_1 x + \ldots + s_{l-1} x^{l-1}
\]

then Eq. 3.5 can be rewritten with the above key as follows:

\[
c(x) = c_0 + c_1 x + \ldots + c_{k-1} x^{k-1} + \underbrace{s_0 x^{k-l} + \ldots + s_{l-1} x^{k-1}}_{\text{security key } (\kappa)} + c_k x^k + \ldots + c_{n-1} x^{n-1}.
\]

Now this codeword is encrypted using the concatenated version of \( \kappa \), which is denoted by \( \gamma \), as described above. Adding \( \gamma(x) \) to \( c(x) \) produces the encrypted codeword.

The security key \( (\kappa) \) is not transmitted with the message. However the destination, which uses the same key, adds the key to the received codeword.

These security keys are basically the polynomials needed to encipher and decipher the message as well as encoding and decoding. The security technique, we are proposing, is a private-key type of cryptosystems. The GF() addition operation is considered as the cipher algorithm. Although this operation is known and simple, wrong keys will always result in incorrect deciphering and decoding even if there is no error. The receiver and the transmitter should agree on a polynomial before transmission based on noise and security level required.

With such scheme, two levels of communication security are defined. One is related to the adaptive parameters of the AFEC scheme and the other is to the key polynomial. An intruder would not be able to retrieve the original message since the key is unknown to him/her. Moreover the AFEC parameter values used are also
unknown. More sophistication can be added to the security scheme by considering the location of the key within the information symbols. Different locations of the key within the information symbols result in different parities and different encryption.

This scheme is well suited for common access media where many users share the same media whether wireless or wireline. Moreover if minimum security is required in a wireline network, then AFEC and its security scheme can be applied above the ATM stack. More sophisticated security schemes, such as RSA, can be applied on data before AFEC CODEC operations and the key polynomial is either set to zero symbols for no encryption or to some key, $\kappa$, for another level of security.

A possible framework using this modified secure scheme is governed by the following assumptions:

1. Security keys are used to substitute the zero symbols as defined in the proposed AFEC.
2. Keys with the same polynomial length ($l$) are clustered into the key set, $\mathcal{T}_l$.
3. Each key set, $\mathcal{T}_l$, contains many keys from which a key, $\kappa$, is to be picked up.
4. The process of choosing a key from a set is agreed upon among the communicating nodes.
5. The receiver is responsible for choosing a key since coding parameters are updated by the receiver too. The transmitter is then informed of any changes.
6. Network security does not enforce any AFEC parameter change. This means that due to security issues no key longer than the current value of $l$ is needed unless a parameter change takes place.
7. Keys can be changed, as necessary, but within the same key set. This is one level of sophistication for added security.

A crucial measure of a cryptosystem performance is the space of possible keys to be used. A good cryptosystem should provide huge space of keys which makes it computationally secure. To estimate the number of keys to be offered by the proposed AFEC, it is essential that the security key is not divisible by the generator polynomial, $g(x)$ (refer to Eq. 3.6). One way to guarantee this is to restrict the key polynomial length to be less than the generator polynomial length (i.e. $l < n-k$). Now $l$ symbols in $\text{GF}(2^m)$ will have $2^m$ combinations. Therefore the key set, $\mathcal{T}_l$, has $2^m - 1$ keys,
where the key of all zero symbols is left out. Since at least one non-zero symbol is considered as a key, the total number of keys \( X \) in the system is given by:

\[
X = \sum_{i=1}^{l} Y_i = \sum_{i=1}^{l} (2^{mi} - 1).
\]  

(3.26)

After some manipulation we derive the following expression for the total number of keys in the system:

\[
X = \frac{2^{m(l+1)} - 2^{m+1} + l}{2^{m} - 1}.
\]

For example if we use AFEC(255, 233, \( l \)), where \( 0 \leq l \leq 21 \), then there are more than \( 3 \times 10^{50} \) keys!

The above discussion assumes that keys are picked to exactly fit the zero polynomial. However if a key is picked such that its length is less than or equal to the required value of \( l \) then the number of keys are much greater than what has been given in Eq. 3.26. This is due to the fact that key position does give another level of security and therefore Eq. 3.26 becomes:

\[
X = \sum_{i=1}^{l} \binom{l}{i} 2^{mi} - l.
\]

Now the operation with this framework is summarized in the following steps:

1. A connection is established between the transmitter and the receiver. The AFEC parameters used initially reflect minimal channel noise. For a specific value \( l \), a key, \( s \), is pulled from the set of keys, \( Y_l \). The key should fit into the rest of the message to be transmitted.

2. If due to data loss the AFEC parameters need to be changed, the key will also be changed.

3. The transmitter is updated with the new coding parameters and the new key.

### 3.5 Concluding Remarks

The proposed adaptive FEC addresses reliable communication without significantly overloading the bandwidth available. Only enough redundancy is added as a reactive measure to sensed noises over the channels.
The introduction of the adaptive puncturing parameter \( l \) has made it possible to control the destructive nature of noise and or congestion on user data.

Although both parameters, \( k \) and \( l \), can be made variable, it might be beneficial to fix \( k \) and vary \( l \). Usually the cost associated with designing and development of RS codes with variable \( k \) is high especially when \( n \) is large. The \( l \) parameter can be varied while fixing the parameters \( n \) and \( k \). In this case the CODEC cost are made lower since only one RS CODEC, RS \((n,k)\), need to be designed. The adaptation can be then perceived with varying \( l \) which does not add cost the design of RS CODEC.

On another track, the parameter \( l \) might be used for data security. This is done by setting its value to non-zero, and in this case it is called a key. When \( l \) polynomial is added to the data polynomial, then resulting code word cannot be retrieved unless the key and the proper RS parameters are known. Data encryption comes from the Galoy field algebra. Although private-key type of cryptosystem is proposed in this chapter, adapting public-key cryptosystem can further be investigated.

The added security feature of the proposed scheme does not increase operation. As a matter of fact both operations (i.e. error correction and data encryption) are done in one stage. A strategy to take advantage of the security feature of the proposed FEC is also outlined.
Chapter 4

Performance Modeling

The adaptive FEC code introduced in the previous chapter is evaluated analytically here. The motivation is to attempt to study the relevant parameters that closely affect system performance. In addition analytical solutions can be used reasonably quickly.

The modeling in this chapter assumes an ATM network running over fiber optical links. The intention is to study the overall performance issues when AFEC is used. First we will be looking at the system throughput when AFEC is used. Then we compare this throughput with throughputs achieved by classical FEC, Go-back-N and selective repeat protocols. This is described in Section 4.2.

We compared the end-to-end delay for AFEC against that of the classical FEC. The comparison is given in Section 4.3. The comparison of end-to-end delay of AFEC to ARQ schemes is left for the simulations of Chapter 6. The rationale is to express the significant gain of applying both schemes in a fairly complicated environment such as broadcasting.

An important issue when using AFEC is the amount of overhead to be expressed as the frequency of adaptation of coding parameters. This issue has been studied in Section 4.4.

4.1 Preliminaries and Notation

In this section the different parameters used in this chapter are defined.

\[ C \quad = \quad \text{channel capacity (bps)}, \]
\[ CLR \quad = \quad \text{cell loss ratio}, \]
\( D \) = PDU size (octets),
\( n, k, l \) = FEC coding parameters,
\( p' \) = cell loss probability (CLR) with FEC encoding,
\( p'' \) = cell loss probability (CLR) with AFEC encoding,
\( t_{dec} \) = FEC decoder delay (s),
\( t_{enc} \) = FEC encoder delay (s),
\( t_{trans} \) = PDU transmission time (s),
\( t_{prop} \) = channel propagation delay (s),
\( \beta' \) = codeword error probability with FEC encoding,
\( \beta'' \) = codeword error probability with AFEC encoding,
\( \eta' \) = PDU error probability with FEC encoding,
\( \eta'' \) = PDU error probability with AFEC encoding,
\( \eta \) = throughput with FEC encoding,
\( \eta'' \) = throughput with AFEC encoding,
\( \tau' \) = delay (s) with FEC encoding,
\( \tau'' \) = delay (s) with AFEC encoding,
\( \Delta \) = cell transmission time (s).

**Timing parameters:**

PDU transmission time is the time needed to transmit a user PDU between two nodes. PDU transmission time \( (t_{trans}) \) can then be defined as follows:

\[
t_{trans} = \frac{D \times 8}{C}. \tag{4.1}
\]

This transmission time is not generally an integer multiple of cell transmission time \( (\Delta) \). Since we assume ATM networks to be the transportation media then \( t_{trans} \) is essentially an integer multiple of \( \Delta \).

**CLR with FEC coding:**

To transmit an average higher layer Protocol Data Unit (PDU) of length \( D \) octets, it is broken down into \( \lceil D/k \rceil \) data blocks. The data block which is of size \( k \) is encoded
into a codeword of length $n$. The probability of a codeword be in error is given by:

$$\beta' = \sum_{i=R}^{N} \binom{N}{i} CLR^i (1 - CLR)^{N-i}$$

(4.2)

where $N = \lceil \frac{n}{48} \rceil$ and $R = \lceil \frac{n-k}{48} \rceil + 1$, assuming space for sequencing is negligible ($\leq 3$ bits).

There are $\lceil \frac{D}{k} \rceil$ codewords that form a PDU. The probability of receiving an erroneous coded PDU using fixed error correction FEC can then be expressed by:

$$q' = \sum_{j=1}^{\lceil \frac{D}{k} \rceil} \binom{\frac{D}{k}}{j} (\beta')^j (1 - \beta')^{\frac{D}{k} - j}.$$  

Since cell loss is identical and independent and the medium that carries the cells is assumed memoryless, then the new CLR ($p'$) as a result of applying FEC is defined as:

$$p' = \frac{q'}{\lceil \frac{D}{k} \rceil \lceil \frac{n}{48} \rceil}.$$  

(4.3)

In the case where AFEC is used, the parameter $k$ and $l$ are changing and hence the PDU is broken down into $\lceil \frac{D}{k-l} \rceil$ data blocks each of which is encoded into a codeword of length $n - l$ symbols. The codeword is further broken down into $\lceil \frac{n-l}{48} \rceil$ ATM cells. The probability of a PDU in error is expressed by:

$$q'' = \sum_{i=1}^{\lceil \frac{D}{k-l} \rceil} \binom{\frac{D}{k-l}}{i} (\beta'')^i (1 - \beta'')^{\frac{D}{k-l} - i}$$

(4.4)

where $\beta''$ is defined as:

$$\beta'' = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \binom{N}{j} CLR^j (1 - CLR)^{N-j}$$

where $N = \lceil \frac{n-l}{48} \rceil$ and $R = \lceil \frac{n-k}{48} \rceil + 1$, assuming space for sequencing is negligible ($\leq 3$ bits).

Similar to the case where classical FEC is used, the new CLR due to deployment of AFEC ($p''$) can be expressed as follows:

$$p'' = \frac{q''}{\lceil \frac{D}{k-l} \rceil \lceil \frac{n-l}{48} \rceil}.$$  

(4.5)
4.2 Effective throughput

Sophisticated applications produce huge amounts of data to be carried out by the network. FEC schemes should provide a high throughput with low delays. Assuming the network shown in Fig. 4.3, a MATLAB program was written to determine the theoretical effective throughput. Simulations were performed to compare the throughput performance of the conventional and proposed FEC schemes with two different ARQ schemes. The two ARQ schemes considered are Selective Repeat Protocol (SRP) and Go Back N (GBN).

ARQ schemes

The impact of cell loss on user application throughput using ARQ scheme is presented here. The closed-form formula derivations for the ARQ schemes are reproduced from [6]. The number of cells in the retransmission window $W$ is determined by the transmission rate $C$, the user PDU $D$ (in octets), and the propagation delay $t_{prop}$ as follows:

$$ W = \left[ \frac{2Ct_{prop}}{D \times 8} \right]. \quad (4.6) $$

A PDU is considered in error once one of its cells is in error. The probability that an individual PDU is in error due to a random cell loss probability $\pi$ derived from CLR is approximated by:

$$ \pi \approx \left[ \frac{D}{48} \right] \times CLR. \quad (4.7) $$

In the GBN strategy, if a single PDU is in error, then the entire window is retransmitted. For the GBN retransmission strategy, the usable throughput $\eta (GBN)$ is approximated by the inverse of the average number of times the entire window must be sent, which is approximately:

$$ \eta (GBN) \approx \frac{1}{1 + \pi W}. \quad (4.8) $$

In the SRP, only PDUs in error are retransmitted. The usable throughput $\eta (SRP)$, in this case, is approximately the inverse of the average number of times any individual PDU is sent, which is:
\( \eta (\text{SRP}) \approx 1 - \pi \). \hfill (4.9)

**FEC schemes**

The usable throughput of both conventional and adaptive FEC schemes are approximated as the percentage of the number of bytes in the corresponding coded block that represent user data. For the conventional FEC, usable throughput \( \eta (\text{FEC}) \) is defined as follows:

\[
\eta' = \left( \frac{k}{n} \right) (1 - p')
\]

where \( p' \) is the CLR when using classical FEC as defined by Eq. (4.3).

The usable throughput for adaptive FEC \( \eta (\text{AFEC}) \) is given by the following expression:

\[
\eta'' = \left( \frac{k - l}{n - l} \right) (1 - p'')
\]

where \( p'' \) is the CLR when AFEC is used as given by Eq. (4.5).

Equations (4.10) and (4.11) model the behavior of the corresponding FEC code given certain CLR. For adaptive FEC, the code adapts its coding parameters according to the level of cell loss experienced. This is expressed in Eq. (4.11) as the probability of an individual coded block is in error due to CLR.

Equations (4.8) to (4.11) are simulated with MATLAB. The Cell Loss Ratio (CLR) is varied from \( 1 \times 10^{-10} \) to \( 1 \times 10^{-1} \). Figure 4.1 plots the throughput of the various schemes described above.

Fig. 4.1 shows that adaptive FEC has an effective throughput comparable to ARQ for low CLR (\( \leq 1 \times 10^{-5} \)). At a high CLR, the effective throughput tends to decrease slowly (CLR > \( 1 \times 10^{-3} \)). Generally the effective throughput of adaptive FEC is higher than that of conventional FEC. The stair-case pattern found in the figure for AFEC is due to the rounding of the number of redundancy cells to the nearest integer.
4.3 End-to-end delay

Communication delays when FEC schemes are deployed, are very deterministic. End-to-end delay of adaptive FEC is analyzed, simulated and compared to that of conventional FEC.

FEC CODECs have deterministic delays, \( t_{\text{enc}} \) and \( t_{\text{dec}} \), associated with encoders and decoders, respectively. These delays are inherent characteristics of CODECs.

Usually encoding delays are smaller than decoding delays. This is due to the fact that decoders cannot deliver PDUs to upper layers until the whole coded block is received, of course with some loss.

Figure 4.2 shows the delays experienced when a block of cells are transmitted between a transmitter and a receiver.

The total one-way delay \( (T_{\text{total}}) \) for a coded block with no loss, derived from Figure 4.2, is as follows:

\[
T_{\text{total}} = t_{\text{trans}} + t_{\text{prop}} + t_{\text{enc}} + t_{\text{dec}} + \delta
\]

(4.12)
Figure 4.2. **Timing diagram showing the delay components associated with transmitting a block of cells.**

where $\delta$ is a delay consisting of different components such as packetization delay, which we assumed to be negligible. The encoding delay ($t_{enc}$) can be deleted from the above equation since a copy of the cell can be kept. Redundancy cells will follow the last data cell.

Since AFEC uses two adaptive parameters, $k$ and $l$, it is therefore important to study the impact of parameter $l$ on the end-to-end delay. The network employed is illustrated in Figure 4.3. A $(255,223)$ RS CODEC is assumed for the conventional FEC and a $(255,223,l)$ RS CODEC for adaptive FEC. Cells are delivered to the

Figure 4.3. **The network model with FEC used for analysis.**
4. Performance Modeling

Encoders and leave the decoders at a rate of 160 cells/sec. The application modeled here is an interactive audio session. Higher speeds, as required for video applications over ATM, produce comparable results.

The study is conducted under the following assumptions:

1. Conventional RS encoders wait till \( k \) cell payloads are delivered from the application. AFEC encoders wait till \((k - l)\) cell payloads are ready for transmission.

2. For the AFEC CODEC, the time to encode or decode \((k - l)\) cell payloads is constant. The validity of this assumption is due to the fact that fixed \( n \) in FEC coding is assumed throughout the network.

3. The maximum delay is a one way communication delay. This is true since FEC schemes regenerate lost cells within certain CLR.

4. ATM network switching and propagation delays are negligible.

5. User data is delivered to the FEC CODEC at the rate of \( r \) octet/sec. The total time required to deliver user data is

\[
\frac{D}{r} \text{ sec.} \quad (4.13)
\]

A user PDU of \( D \) octets is broken down into segments to fit into the data part of the FEC encoder. For the conventional FEC, the number of segments \((S_{FEC})\) required is:

\[
S_{FEC} = \left\lceil \frac{D}{k} \right\rceil. \quad (4.14)
\]

The number of segments \((S_{AFEC})\) needed in AFEC is:

\[
S_{AFEC} = \left\lceil \frac{D}{k-l} \right\rceil. \quad (4.15)
\]

It is clear that the number of segments needed when adaptive FEC is used, increases as the value of \( l \) increases. And the actual data sent in each coded PDU of the AFEC is less when compared to conventional FEC. \( n - l \) bytes are sent using AFEC. While \( n \) bytes are transmitted when conventional FEC is used.

Each coded PDU in both cases is further divided into 48 byte segments forming ATM cell payloads. The number of ATM cells required for conventional FEC and AFEC are defined by equations (4.16) and (4.17), respectively.
ATM cells for FEC = \left\lfloor \frac{n}{48} \right\rfloor \quad (4.16)

ATM cells for AFEC = \left\lfloor \frac{n-l}{48} \right\rfloor . \quad (4.17)

One way delay through ATM network is composed of the number of segments as defined in equations 4.14 and 4.15, the number of ATM cells as defined in equations 4.16 and 4.17, and cell transmission time. Therefore the delay experienced by conventional FEC \( (\tau') \) is expressed by the following:

\[ \tau' = \left\lfloor \frac{D}{k} \right\rfloor \left\lfloor \frac{n}{48} \right\rfloor \Delta \quad (4.18) \]

where \( \Delta \) is a cell transmission delay.

On the other hand, the delay encountered by AFEC \( (\tau'') \) is formulated as follows:

\[ \tau'' = \left\lfloor \frac{D}{k-l} \right\rfloor \left\lfloor \frac{n-l}{48} \right\rfloor \Delta . \quad (4.19) \]

Therefore, the maximum end-to-end delay encountered by user application is defined as the delay given by Eq. (4.13) added to the transmission delay in Eq. (4.18) for conventional FEC, and Eq. (4.19) for adaptive FEC. Based on the above assumptions and the closed form formulae derived, simulation is conducted with MATLAB. A user data PDU of 500 cells \( (D=500) \) is assumed.

The end-to-end delay encountered is depicted in Figure 4.4. With conventional FEC, there is a fixed delay. On the other hand, with adaptive FEC the same block of cells encounters a smaller delay, depending on the value of \( l \). One observation can be derived from Figure 4.4. As the number of data units in a PDU decreases due to the increase in value of \( l \), the end-to-end delay decreases. An added advantage is that the correcting capability of the scheme increases (refer to Fig. 3.2.) The oscillations in Figure 4.4 are due to dividing the PDU by the length of data portion in AFEC scheme (i.e. \( k-l \)). The instants where \( k-l \) divides \( D \) with no remainder give the lowest end-to-end delays.

In general, low end-to-end delays are achieved with AFEC, and the worst delay that may be encountered is bounded by the delay of the conventional FEC. The delay improvement will positively impact QoS of real-time application.
4.4 Parameter Update Technique

AFEC is an adaptive coding technique where the parameters $k$ and $l$ are changed. To counteract any channel deficiency or data loss, the coding parameters should be changed by increasing the correction rate of the code. On the other hand, if the network recovers from a congestion state then coding parameters should be changed to reflect the current network state. The objective is to minimize the protocol overhead and yet achieve higher throughput.

The channel is best monitored by the destination. As stated in Chapter 3, destinations are capable of quantifying the loss. This is basically done with the help of sequencing. At most one control message is generated when the coding parameter need to be changed. This significantly reduces the operation costs associated with AFEC since network states (i.e. congestion or no congestion) tend to exist for a fair
Another interesting issue is the incremental change that the coding parameters should be updated to. When a congestion is sensed then the coding parameters should be changed to eliminate the effect of such congestion on the data. In other word the values of the coding parameters should somehow be increased. However if the network is recovering from congestion then less data will be lost and thus it is important to change the coding parameters (i.e. their values should be decreased).

The problem in the latter case is how fast should change or decrease be. There are two solutions to this problem. Either the coding parameter changes with the instantaneous data loss or the destination collects statistics over the past readings and predicts suitable parameter values. This has some analogy in the field of digital filters. Therefore to solve such problem, we can use digital filters that take the number of cell lost, \( x(n) \), at time \( n \) as the input function and output the function \( y(n) \) which describes the values for the parameters \( k \) and \( l \).

Different approaches can be used to find \( y(n) \) given the above constraints. Finite input response (FIR), infinite input response (IIR) or Kalman prediction [43] are possible candidates. For simplicity we assume that parameter change follows the instantaneous reading of the data loss.

### 4.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, the performance of the proposed AFEC scheme is analytically compared to some other schemes. Among the known schemes GBN and SRP are chosen to represent ARQ strategies.

Table 4.1 summarizes some of the parameters and variables of FEC and AFEC for a PDU of size \( D \) octets. FEC schemes are assumed in the GF(2^8). Note that \( 0 \leq l < k \) and \( k < n \).

It is found that the proposed scheme improves end-to-end delay experienced by real-time application such as Audio. This is mainly due to the deterministic delay associated with operation. Moreover the \( l \) parameter is found to enhance the end-to-end delay and at the same time increase data reliability. This enhancement is achieved when \( l \) is increased.
Table 4.1. *Comparison of conventional and adaptive FEC as opposed to no coding.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No Coding</th>
<th>FEC</th>
<th>AFEC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data fraction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\frac{k}{n}$</td>
<td>$\frac{k-l}{n-l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cells sent</td>
<td>$\frac{D}{48}$</td>
<td>$\lceil \frac{D}{k} \rceil n$</td>
<td>$\lceil \frac{N}{k-l} \rceil (n-l)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum delay</td>
<td>$\frac{D}{48} \Delta$</td>
<td>$\lceil \frac{D}{k} \rceil n \Delta$</td>
<td>$\lceil \frac{D}{k-l} \rceil (n-l) \Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Correcting</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\frac{n-k}{n}$</td>
<td>$\frac{n-k}{n-l}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On another track the goodput (i.e. effective throughput) of the proposed scheme is comparable to ARQ schemes at low CLR and is by far much better at relatively high CLR even when compared to conventional FEC. Generally, AFEC is found to outperform other coding schemes in throughput. It is also found that AFEC maintains high throughput even at high CLR values.

Not as in ARQ schemes, the number of control messages generated by AFEC is manageable. AFEC generates a parameter update request every time the network congestion state changes. To improve this, prediction techniques such as Kalman prediction, can be used to change the coding parameters based on the readings of the previous data losses. The destination is most suitable to monitor the network congestion.
Chapter 5

Wireless ATM

The diverse attributes of ATM such as simplicity, teletraffic engineering, quality of services, and the definition of different services, have made it attractive to other technologies. Wireless communications is one field where ATM has found great interest in. Wireless ATM is basically an extension of the existing ATM technology. Therefore wireless ATM need to preserve the integrity of ATM communications.

ATM mainly operates over optical fiber channels where bit error rate is low ($< 10^{-10}$). This has great impact on the simplification of the ATM protocol stack where no data link layer (DLC) functionality is needed. However when ATM is thought of to support wireless, new set of protocols and layers need to be considered.

In principle, wireless communications has three stages of folded operation [2]. First stage is the source encoding/decoding. In source encoding raw data are processed, e.g. compressed, to be replaced by shorter but equivalent one. Source decoders do the reverse job. In the second stage there are the channel encoders/decoders. Channel encoders add redundancy to protect data from transmission noise. Channel decoders, on the other hand, reconstructs the encoded message and compensates for any loss. At this stage, communication reliability is an issue.

The final stage is the modulation/demodulation. At this stage data are prepared to be transported over wireless channels using some form of coding and modulation techniques such as quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) [44]. The demodulators, on the other hand, transforms the radio message back into some form of signal that is readable by the channel decoders. Figure 5.1 shows the principle operation of wireless communication systems.

Based on the above description of wireless systems, below are some areas where to improve wireless communications [2]:
1. increasing source coding efficiency by using data compression techniques that gives more compression ratios.

2. using efficient modulation techniques that is characterized by high noise immunity.

3. using efficient channel coding technique that overcomes the problems of wireless communications. Such techniques include FEC. This point is mainly emphasized on in this chapter.

Boutillon et al [2] define an efficient channel coding as the coding scheme, which for an existing noise level, minimizes the signal power to achieve the desired error rate. This is our motive to study the bit error rate versus signal power for the AFEC.

In this chapter a brief treatment on wireless ATM is given in Section 5.1. This is intended to describe the issues and limitations confronting radio ATM. More details can be found in the references listed in that section.

The chapter then continues with the deployment of the proposed AFEC scheme into ATM radio networks. This is described in Section 5.2. The adaptive component in the proposed scheme fits well with the different types of noise encountered in Wireless media. Obviously more redundancy is needed when more noise is encountered. The security feature of AFEC is also discussed. CLR performance of deploying AFEC in Rayleigh fading type of media is studied in Section 5.3.

### 5.1 Wireless ATM: A Review

Wireless ATM is a collection of technologies, techniques, architectures and devices that are to carry traffic and services, as been described and defined by ATM and
ISDN standard bodies, over wireless media.

In general there is distinction between wireline and wireless communication. For example wireless communications offer limited quality of service. The areas where wireless communications differ from wireline communications are listed below [45]:

1. Wireless links has a limited radio spectrum which makes the available capacity for service limited.
2. Wireless communication has time-varying impairments due to the rapidly changing surrounding environment. Examples of time-varying impairments include multipath propagation, shadow fading, co-channel interference. These impairments has a great impact on the bit error rate performance.
3. Mobile users tend to change their position with respect to time. This means that access point is also changing throughout the duration of a connection. The implication of such behavior is significant on the quality of service to be provided.

The rationale of using wireless ATM is attributable to the following characteristics that distinguish ATM technology [46]:

1. Fixed and small-sized cells, and
2. QoS-specifiable VC.

Wireless bandwidth is expensive and therefore it is wasteful of resources to carry data in the format that wireline ATM uses (i.e. 48 octets). One solution is to combine two or more cells into one radio frame. As such wireless channel throughput is improved.

From the QoS-specifiable VC perspective, ATM intelligently provide a schema for resource allocation and admission control upon VC establishment. Moreover ATM provides a traffic flow ID that make traffic engineering possible. This ID can be extended to the wireless part of ATM. The usefulness of this ID is in the allocation and scheduling of the wireless channel resources [46]. This suggests that the usual media access control or multi-access (MAC) protocol need to be altered to accommodate channel resource scheduling.

From the above, when wireless communications is to get integrated transparently into the ATM networks, it is necessary for one or more of the following modifications
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To take place [47, 3, 4]:

1. Design of physical (PHY) layers that provide both the required BER and transmission rates that support multimedia services. The objective is to counteract the channel impairment described previously. High speed radio links is one example. In addition radio modems must support burst operation which may involve innovation in modulation techniques. One modulation candidate is the equalized quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)/QAM [48]. This scheme requires complex equalizer. Another viable option is direct sequence code division multiplexing (DS/CDMA) [49].

2. Definition and integration of MAC and data link layer (DLC) protocols that support dynamic bandwidth allocation with traffic policing functions. Specific techniques which have been considered for wireless ATM as MAC protocols include packet reservation multiple access (PRMA) [50] and multiservice dynamic reservation (MDR-TDMA) [51]. Recently, the work by Passas et al. [52] proposes a MAC protocol which is oriented to the QoS to be provided for an application. Channel allocation is assigned to an application based on the type of service to be provided and the service class priority (i.e. CBR is higher priority than rtVBR, and so on).

On the other hand, DLC protocols are needed to mitigate the effect of radio channels on data. Possible protocols to be deployed in such layers include ARQ and FEC.

3. Modification of the signaling protocols of the user-network interface (UNI) [34] and private network-network interface (PNNI) [53] to support mobility management.

From the above discussion, a possible wireless ATM architecture and protocol stack [3, 4] is shown in Figure 5.2. In this figure, ATM base stations support wireline and wireless communications simultaneously. In the case of wireline ATM service, normal ATM operation takes place. However when wireless connection is to be established, the connection request processing and data traffic flow in the wireless plane (shaded areas in Figure 5.2). Further description can be found in [3, 4].
5.2 Integration of Proposed AFEC into Wireless ATM

The proposed AFEC described in Chapter 3 is more suited for wireless ATM networks since noise levels are high.

ATM cells generated by the user are packaged into radio frames. A frame could contain one or more ATM cells. These frames are then transmitted over radio channels to a base station as shown in Figure 5.3. The base station checks and converts back the radio frames to ATM cells in order to be handed to the wireline ATM network.

In order to overcome the errors due to channel noise, different schemes have been proposed to incorporate FEC into the radio frame. A detailed study of such schemes is found in [54]. The main drawbacks of those schemes are:

1. The correction rate of all the schemes used is constant which makes the schemes not suitable to variable noise channels.
2. Some proposals use multiple FEC schemes. Such approaches tolerate noise. However it is very costly since a radio frame is chopped into different segments where a different FEC is applied on every segment.
3. None of the schemes supports secure communication. In order to incorporate security, another level of operation is required.

To overcome the above drawbacks, the proposed AFEC can be used. The AFEC is used under the following assumptions:
1. A control message is periodically sent from the central station to the radio modules. This message contains information about AFEC coding parameters and security keys.

2. Control messages are short and need not be of an ATM cell length. So for simplicity these messages are assumed to be reliably transmitted using ARQ schemes. Noise variation is assumed to take longer time compared to the time required to communicate a control message.

3. For simplicity security key length is assumed to be fixed. This choice still guarantees a computationally secure cryptosystem.

The deployment of this coding scheme is illustrated in Figure 5.4. ATM cells are generated by the user equipment or coming from the wireline ATM network. These cells include HEC (Header Error Check) which is the standard error control scheme used in ATM cell headers. In the mobile terminal two actions take place. First the HEC field is removed from the cell (point 1 in Figure 5.4). HEC is removed since the function of this field is substituted by a more powerful technique. Second the AFEC parity is added to the block of cells (point 2). For proper operation of AFEC, a sequence number is added to the cell in place of HEC field. The added parity already holds the security information since the parity is calculated using a predefined security
key. The radio frame is transmitted over the wireless media.

Once the radio frame is received by the base station in the backward channel or the mobile terminal in the forward channel, it is decoded as shown at point 3 in Figure 5.4. The original frame payload will be retrieved if errors are within permitted range of the AFEC code and the correct security key is used. Otherwise, the frame is dropped. This action is recorded and the proper statistics are collected. The new coding parameters are periodically propagated back to the mobile terminal in the backward channel or the base station in the forward channel.

To fully recover the original ATM cell, HEC is calculated and added to the cell as shown at point 4 in the figure. In the backward direction, ATM cells are then forwarded to the wireline ATM network for further transmission.

Next we will study the CLR performance of this scheme.

**Figure 5.4.** The operation of the proposed AFEC scheme into radio ATM networks.
5.3 CLR performance in Rayleigh fading

In this section the CLR performance of the AFEC scheme is evaluated in the environment described in the previous section. Boutillon et al. [2] define an efficient channel coding scheme as the one, which for an existing noise level, minimizes the signal power to achieve the desired error rate. We use this definition to study the bit error rate versus signal power for the AFEC.

A (15,k,l) is used over the block of cells. The radio frame is assumed to be composed of a maximum of 15 cells of which \( k - l \) are data cells. Finally the channel rates are assumed to be 64 Kbps.

The signal is assumed to travel in a Rayleigh fading channel. In such an environment, there is no nonfading component and dominant components of the signal envelope tend to fade away [44, 55]. Moreover we assume that there is no direct path between the sender and receiver. Receiver will receive reflected or refracted echoes of the signal. The received signal power envelope then corresponds to a Rayleigh distribution [55]. The pdf of this distribution is given by [44]:

\[
p(x) = \frac{x}{\sigma^2} \exp\left(-\frac{x^2}{2\sigma^2}\right)
\]

where \( x \) is the receiving voltage and \( \sigma^2 \) is the variance. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the power envelope is:

\[
P(X) = \text{Prob}(x \leq X) = \int_0^X p(x)dx = 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{X^2}{2\sigma^2}\right)
\]

The CLR here is calculated with the assumption that QPSK modulation technique with noncoherent detection in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Therefore bit error rate \( (p_e) \) is given by [44]:

\[
p_e = Q\left(\sqrt{\frac{2E_b}{N_0}}\right)
\]

where \( Q() \) is the Q-Function as defined in [44, 56], \( E_b \) is the energy per bit and \( N_0 \) is the white noise power spectral density.

In this scheme an ATM cell is lost if it is misrouted. This occurs when one or more bits in the header (excluding the HEC field) is erroneous. The case where errors
occur in the payload does not result in cell loss but it may deteriorate the quality of service.

The cell loss ratio (CLR) is improved due to the AFEC. Since there are 32 bits in the cell header which may contribute to the cell loss based on the above assumption, CLR can then be expressed in term of $p_c$ as follows:

$$CLR = \sum_{i=1}^{32} \binom{32}{i} p_c^i(1 - p_c)^{32-i}. \quad (5.4)$$

CLR after AFEC is depicted in Figure 5.5. The correction capability of the AFEC is changing with channel noise and BER. Lower CLR is achieved with the use of AFEC. The staircase shape in the graph is due to parameter change in the AFEC code.

Another aspect is the CLR in response to the signal level. Figure 5.6 plots CLR versus signal to noise ratio for channels with Rayleigh fading. For the same signal to noise ratio, CLR is significantly improved when compared to no FEC.

Figure 5.5. **CLR before and after application of AFEC.**
The correction capability of the AFEC is changing with channel noise and CLR. Lower CLR is achieved with the use of AFEC.

![Graph showing the improvement of CLR with AFEC]

**Figure 5.6.** AFEC improves CLR in Rayleigh fading media. A 64 Kbps channel is assumed with noncoherent QPSK modulation.

### 5.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter wireless ATM has been explored and the principles of wireless communications were briefly discussed. For wireless communication to support ATM it needs to work in harmony with ATM infrastructure. This can be accomplished by exploiting the advantages of ATM and introducing new type of DLC and MAC protocols to deal with the wireless media limitations and challenges.

The proposed AFEC is then adapted to work in a wireless ATM environment. The AFEC has also been analyzed in Rayleigh fading channels. It has been shown that AFEC is an efficient channel coding scheme.
Besides AFEC tolerances to noisy channels, the framework has also take advantage of the security feature of the scheme.
Chapter 6

A Simulation Study: rt-VBR

In this chapter we simulate the proposed adaptive RS scheme in an ATM network supporting multicasting with real-time traffic.

In addition for ATM to carry Internet traffic, ATM has to provide multicast and broadcast services. Multicasting is the ability to send one message to one or more destinations in one operation. Diverse applications will make use of multicasting such as distance learning.

Different approaches are used for multicasting in an ATM switch. Examples of ATM switches with multicasting capabilities, found in the literature, are [57], [58] and [59]. The last reference gives a thorough review of multicasting engines in ATM communications. The basic idea behind these schemes is to be able to duplicate an incoming ATM cell to as many outputs as the set of destinations forming a multicast group. A copy network (CN) is mostly used in ATM switch fabrics that are not bus based [60]. Associated with an ATM multicasting switch is a factor called fanout. Fanout, which is defined as the maximum number of copies that a CN can do in one operation, is a critical design issue [60]. This is mainly due to technology limitations such as bus width as in the Knockout switch [60].

To overcome the technological limitations due to multicasting of real-time traffic, error control mechanisms are used at a layer above the ATM protocol suite to ensure proper functionality and guaranteed quality of service (QoS). Examples of some of the proposed schemes include SMART [61], RMTP [62], MESH [63], and destination set splitting [64]. These schemes, in general, utilize window-based flow control mechanisms. An apparent disadvantage is when the network is congested. In this case one or more receiver will starve or even worse they will not be guaranteed the negotiated QoS.
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A remedy for this case is to use FEC schemes which can be used as an end-to-end protocol to regenerate lost cells at the receiver side of the network. Since each destination experiences a different congestion state, adaptive FEC schemes are advised as discussed in Chapter 3 and Ref. [65].

In this chapter we compare window-based flow control schemes represented by SRP and forward error correction schemes represented by an AFEC mechanism. Both mechanisms are simulated to deliver real time VBR (rtVBR) traffic through ATM networks with multicasting. The choice of rtVBR is because video traffic such as MPEG, is variable in nature [66].

Traffic sources used in this study are both artificial and real world sources. These sources, as well as simulation setup, are discussed in Section 6.1. Throughout the sets of simulation conducted, multicasting is considered as a standard feature to be supported. Moreover the switches are assumed to be fanout limited and that cell duplication is not done in one operation. This is discussed in Section 6.1. In Section 6.2, ATM switch resources, mainly buffer spaces, are discussed. To lower the load on ATM switches, buffering may be handled at the edge of the network. This is also discussed in Section 6.2.

An important aspect of ATM handling real time traffic is cell transfer delay (CTD). Real-time traffic imposes stringent requirements mainly on delay. If cells exceed a certain delay value, they become useless to the destination application. This is discussed in details in Section 6.3. Conclusions and recommendations are found in Section 6.4.

6.1 Simulation Setup and Modeling Preliminaries

To conduct our study, the network configuration shown in Figure 6.1 is used throughout the simulations. There are two basic components in the above network: traffic generators and sinks, and switches. Each will be looked into closely. In order to ensure proper protocol behavior, protocol bodies are embedded in traffic generators and sinks. These protocol bodies will also be discussed. All links are assumed to be of OC-3 (i.e. 155 Mbps) rate with 1μs propagation delay unless otherwise stated.

In the above network more assumptions are found in the following sections.
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6.1.1 Traffic sources

In this simulation we are primarily investigating:

1. The impact of error recovery schemes on real-time VBR traffic, and
2. the impact of real-time traffic utilizing those schemes on ATM switches with multicasting.

For this purpose, real time traffic are generated either from on-off sources or from real traffic traces. Each is described below.

On-off sources:
On-off sources are widely used since they are easily coded. In the literature, references [67, 68] discuss how such models can be used to generate video traffic. Two types of on-off sources are used in this study: rtVBR on-off sources and nrtVBR on-off sources. For rtVBR traffic 20 on-off sources corresponding to video sources are used with mean bit rate of 768 Kbps and peak bit rate of 4.608 Mbps [69].

For non-rt VBR traffic, an on-off model with source activity of 0.077 and peak rate of 85 Mbps is used. This is intended to resemble a general low activity VBR
source with no particular application.

Traffic traces:
Real traffic traces are of importance since they are collected from real world video sources. In addition traces are more accurate and provide more reliable results. For this reason, an MPEG traffic trace taken from "Star War" movies as described in [70] is used. The traffic trace is shown in Figure 6.2.

Beside VBR traffic sources, constant bit rate (CBR) traffic is injected as a background traffic. CBR traffic is generated such that it occupies approximately 40\% of the total link bandwidth.

6.1.2 ATM switch
ATM switches that are modeled here are general ones and do not imply any technology or methodology. Each switch has input ports that accepts traffic of different classes of service. Traffic is buffered into the corresponding class of service.

The switch is an output buffer type. It has four classes of service queues: CBR, rtVBR, VBR and UBR. Since we are not interested in UBR traffic, this class of service is not used although it does exist in our switch model for completeness purposes. The
servicing of these queues is in a round robin fashion with weight associated to each class. The higher the class weight the more frequently it is serviced; CBR has the highest weight, then rt-VBR, and so on. Details on weighted round robin are found in [13].

In this study multicasting is implemented for rt-VBR traffic only. In Figure 6.1, a sink represents a set of destinations. Each sink corresponds to the maximum fanout that a switch can multicast a cell into at any time. The assumption here is at each cell time a multicast cell is transmitted to one sink only. This means that a cell is transmitted to \( D \) sinks would require \( D \) cell time slots. Sinks are grouped into Group A and Group B. Group A corresponds to one hop delay while Group B corresponds to two hops delay with large propagation delay. The intention with such scenario is to study the worst case a real time traffic could experience. Therefore in studying the cell transfer delay (CTD), Group B delay is observed.

### 6.1.3 Error recovery protocol bodies

These bodies are implemented to be part of the ATM adaptation layer or above it and their functions are to properly implement a protocol and to guarantee correct protocol data units (PDU) delivery to higher layer applications.

As mentioned earlier, two error control schemes are used in this work: SRP and AFEC. In SRP when a window is sent out, a timer is activated. The window slides as an acknowledgment (ACK) or negative acknowledgment (NACK) is received. However if the timer expires before receiving an ACK, this means that the cell is not received correctly. In this case the same cell is sent again and the timer is reset. Ref. [9] has more details on such protocols. In this thesis, the notation SRP/\( n \) is used to represent SRP protocol with window size of \( n \) cells. The timeout value is set to 3ms which is 3 times the worst-case propagation delay.

For AFEC schemes we assume Reed-Solomon (RS) erasure codes which are different from the classical RS codes in that the location of errors are known and hence no attempt to find them is required [21]. Moreover we are assuming these codes are adaptive as been described in Ref. [65] and Chapter 3. AFEC schemes are denoted by \( (n,k,l) \); where \( n \) is the length of the code word, \( k \) is the length of data word and \( l \) is the number of zero symbols. AFEC is applied on cells; this means that \( n, k \) and
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l are expressed in units of cells. In the event of cell loss, destinations feedback traffic sources with their new coding parameters since this cell loss is due to probable network congestion and only sensed by destinations. This is intended to protect future data from loss.

To accomplish correct protocol behavior sources and destinations communicate their control information, such as acknowledgments in RSP and new coding parameters in AFEC, in a reliable backward channel. This control information is prioritized and for simulation purposes could be sent over a different channel that does not go through the switch but has same channel characteristics like propagation delays.

6.1.4 Simulation setup

The network shown in Figure 6.1 has been coded using OPNET. OPNET is a network simulation tool that uses C-like programming as its modeling language [71]. The different components described in the above sections are also coded in OPNET. The simulations were conducted on a SUN Ultra 1 machine.

In the remaining of this chapter we show the results of the simulations conducted.

6.2 Switch Resources

In order to study the switch buffering required, switches are set such that there is no cell loss due to limited buffer sizes.

When using SRP/256 and AFEC (255,207,l), both schemes require almost the same queue sizes. In fact AFEC occupies more spaces due to redundant cells. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 depict the queue sizes for switches SW1 and SW2, respectively, when SRP/256 is used. Queue size in SW1 reaches its peak at around 0.5 sec. This is due to the sources activity specially the bursty ones at around this time. The queue size in SW2 (Figure 6.4) does not have any queue growth as experienced in SW1. As such it is deduced that congestion in the switches of this simulation study is not correlated among adjacent switches. This is to say that if congestion occurs at a specific switch, it is not necessary that other switches along the path will also be congested.

Since SRP and AFEC are end-to-end mechanisms, it is necessary to monitor queue buildups at the edges of the network. In the case of AFEC there is no need to buffer
Figure 6.3. Total queue occupancy in SW1.

Figure 6.4. Total queue occupancy in SW2.
cells. Cells are transmitted downstream. A cell copy is only needed for the purpose of generating redundant cells.

On the other hand, SRP needs a queuing mechanism since traffic sources will not send out the next window till a correct delivery of the current window is received. Figure 6.5 shows the buffer spaces in cells at the edge of the network when using SRP/256. In Figure 6.5 traffic sources may generate cell streams that are larger than the window size. The excess traffic is therefore queued for the next windows. This is shown in Figure 6.5 around time 0.5 second.

It is interesting to observe that switch buffer sizes are reduced when SRP with lower window sizes are envisioned. Switch buffer sizes in the case of SRP/64 are depicted in Figure 6.6. This is mainly due to the fact that SRP/64 controls the flow of the traffic to be injected into the network in blocks of 64 cells. When compared to Figure 6.3, significant reduction in buffer sizes is observed.

The drawback, however, is that the edge queue will grow large. This is shown in Figure 6.7. Although it seems that SRP/64 is more advantageous, SRP/64 transferred the queuing problem to the edge of an ATM network. This queuing introduces notable delay to real-time traffic and need to be considered.
Figure 6.6. Smaller buffers at switch SW1 are required for SRP with lower window sizes (SRP/64).

Figure 6.7. Queue sizes at the edge of the network when SRP/64 is used.
Another observation worth mentioning is the maximum cell count that has been received correctly by the destination application. Figure 6.8 shows cell count for SRP/256, SRP/64 and AFEC. The cell count is being calculated as the number of correct cells delivered. The figure shows that SRP/256 and AFEC are comparable in terms of goodput. Whereas SRP/64 has a lower goodput. One reason to such degradation in goodput is the window size.

### 6.3 Delay Issues

In this section delay issues are investigated. The delay of interest is CTD which is measured from the source switch entry point to a destination.

To exercise SRP and AFEC protocols, limited switch buffers are assumed. Initially switch queue thresholds are set to 500 cells. When queue threshold is reached cells are dropped except for CBR and end of message (EOM) cells which are queued. In this work, EOM is primarily used in AFEC though it can be avoided.

Before we observe cell delay, let us observe the queue dynamics. In the case
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Figure 6.9. Queue sizes in switch SW1 with threshold of 500 cells using SRP/256. Occasionally queue sizes exceed their threshold for reasons explained in text.

of SRP/256, switches (SW1 and SW2) queues are shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. Both figures verify the proper functionality of the switches by not exceeding their thresholds. Queue sizes may occasionally exceed their threshold (see Figure 6.9). This is due to the fact that CBR cells are not dropped. The corresponding queue sizes in the case of AFEC are shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. When comparing Figure 6.11 with Figure 6.9, one could observe that lower buffer occupancies are achieved with AFEC. This verifies the results shown in [20] and Chapter 2.

CTD is measured for cells directed to Group B. The motive is to observe the worst delay experienced by the traveling cells to reach their destinations. Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show CTD for SRP/256 and AFEC, respectively. These figures show that when AFEC is used, significantly low CTD is attained. CTD has been reduced by almost an order of magnitude. This is despite the fact that no queues at the network edge are needed. In the case where SRP is used, queues are needed and they grow large due to the dynamics of SRP and the rate at which an application generates its data. Queue size at the network edge in this case is shown in Figure 6.15.

To study the limitations of SRP, queue thresholds are reduced to a value lower than the window size, say to 200 cells. In this case SRP/256 willstarve since most of
Figure 6.10. Queue sizes in switch SW2 with threshold of 500 cells using SRP/256. Occasionally queue sizes exceed their threshold for reasons explained in text.

Figure 6.11. Queue sizes in switch SW1 with threshold of 500 cells using AFEC. Occasionally queue sizes exceed their threshold for reasons explained in text.
Figure 6.12. Queue sizes in switch SW2 with threshold of 500 cells using AFEC. Occasionally queue sizes exceed their threshold for reasons explained in text.

Figure 6.13. CTD measured for Group B when SRP/256 is used with switch buffer size of 500 cells.
Figure 6.14. CTD measured for Group B when AFEC is used with switch buffer size of 500 cells.

Figure 6.15. Queue sizes as observed at the edge of the ATM network when SRP/256 is used.
the cells in a window are dropped. This will activate the retransmission mechanism many times. The worst case that could happen is when multiple timeouts occur.

On the other hand, when AFEC is used there has not been any significant increase in CTD. In fact, CTD is observed to be reasonably low taking into account the fact that when AFEC is used, decoding delay at destination may be significant. Figure 6.16 shows CTD in the case of AFEC, for simplicity no decoding delay is assumed. When Figure 6.16 is compared to Figure 6.14, no change in CTD is observed. The justification for this is that as soon as some cells are lost AFEC changes its parameters to reflect the new network state. The redundancy does decrease the throughput; however CTD is not affected. The conclusion derived from this is that AFEC has a very deterministic delay on traffic.

In the case of SUP, lower window size is a possible remedy for the cases of switches with small queues. A possible configuration is using SRP/128. Low CTD is achieved in this case but still much greater than the case using AFEC. This is depicted in Figure 6.17. In general when window-based ARQ schemes are used, CTD changes as the window sizes and threshold values change.

**MPEG traffic**

To study the impact on real traffic, traces of MPEG video as described in Section 6.1.1 is used. A 100 second video segment of the whole video is extracted and
Figure 6.17. low CTD is achieved with SRP/128 when switch threshold is set to 200 cells.

used for this simulation.

Buffer requirements at switch (SW1) and at the edge of the network when SRP/256 are shown in Figures 6.18 and 6.19, respectively. Buffer occupancy in the case of AFEC is shown in Figure 6.20. From Figures 6.18 and 6.20, one can observe that when AFEC is deployed buffers occupancy is less than the case where SRP/256 is used.

In studying CTD, Figures 6.21 and 6.22 show the delay experienced by cells during simulation time. From looking at the graphs it is obvious that AFEC accomplishes lower CTD values. In fact CTD when SRP/256 is used is more than ten times greater than when AFEC is used. The throughput of both schemes, on the other hand, is comparable.

6.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we studied AFEC schemes over ATM multicasting networks. The study is conducted using OPNET network simulation tool.

Several observations are derived from the study:

1. The proposed AFEC scheme outperforms ARQ schemes when multicasting is
Figure 6.18. Queue sizes for SW1 with threshold value of 400 cells when SRP/256 is used. Application is MPEG video traces.
Figure 6.19. Queue sizes at the edge of the network when SRP/256 is used. Application is MPEG video traces.

Figure 6.20. Queue sizes for SW1 with threshold value of 400 cells when AFEC is used. Application is MPEG video traces.
Figure 6.21. *CTD observed by destination for the MPEG traces when SRP/256 is used.*

Figure 6.22. *CTD observed by destination for the MPEG traces when AFEC is used.*
considered. With multicasting each destination will have different pattern of the cells it losses. This suggests that time-out events for SRP protocols are more probable to occur in multicasting.

2. For ARQ scheme to perform well in multicasting environments, adaptive window schemes are needed such as the ones described in [72] and [73].

3. Less buffering, and sometimes none, is needed at the UNI points of the network when AFEC scheme is used.

4. More traffic is carried when AFEC is used. This means that real-time multicasting application will be able to achieve higher throughput.

5. Cell transfer delay (CTD) is improved when AFEC is deployed over multicasting networks. It is needless to mention that CDT is upper bounded in the case of AFEC; whereas CDT is changing when SRP protocols are used as a function of the window size and the threshold values of the switches in the network.
In Chapter 2 we showed that ATM network resources are improved when FEC is deployed. This apparent advantage of using FEC implies potentially simple ATM switch design since smaller buffer sizes and yet simpler switch management mechanisms are required. Moreover it has been shown in Chapters 4 and 6 that end-to-end delay is improved by upper bounding its CTD. Other advantages include cost effectiveness and simple implementations of multicast services. Deterministic cell delay and higher throughput are two major enhancements to be seen by an application running over ATM networks.

In this chapter we will investigate the potential requirements of switch design under the influence of FEC deployment. First a list of the general requirements of an ATM switch design is given in Section 7.1. Based on the impacts of using FEC codes in ATM switch design which are discussed in Chapter 2, two switch approaches are given in Section 7.2. The tradeoffs between these approaches is then are discussed.

### 7.1 General switch design requirements

Designing ATM switches involves many engineering decisions. These decisions affect the switch performance and cost. Different switch designs implies different design requirements. Generally, in designing an ATM switch certain factors are to be considered. These factors are:

1. Delays: Delay encountered by ATM cells is an implementation issue. An ATM switch should carry cells from an input port to specific output port(s) in reason-
able delays. The major delay components in ATM switches are: segmentation and reassembly delays, and switching and queuing delays.

2. Strategies: Two types of strategies are considered when designing ATM switches: switching and queuing strategies. Examples of switching strategies which also called switching fabrics, include: crossbar, multi-stage interconnection networks, bus, etc.

Queuing strategies involves decisions on whether single or multiple queues (buffers) are appropriate. Moreover queuing strategies may specify whether to use input, output, or shared buffers. For example single, shared buffering strategy has lower cell loss characteristics, but greater average delays.

3. Management and control: An ATM switch requires management and connection admission control mechanisms to maintain proper functionality of the switch and manage the switch resources such as buffers. These mechanisms can either be global or distributed [12].

4. Switch scalability: A good switch design is scalable in terms of size and speed.

5. Switch area: The silicon area of an ATM switch, in particular single chip switch design, is of concern to designers. Limitations are imposed by the technology used. Switch area usually limits the availability of resources and hence limit the scalability of the switch.

6. Bus width: The size of the switch internal bus, if any is used, is an important factor to count. It affects the switch speed as it regulates the usage of its resources.

7. Buffer size: Unlimited buffer sizes guarantee congestion-free switch design. However, this is not possible and impractical. A switch has always limited buffer size.

7.2 ATM switch design under FEC

Having considered buffer size and switch capacity as discussed in Section 2.3.1, two possible approaches in designing ATM switches can be investigated [20, 74]. In the first approach, type A, parts of the FEC coding scheme are implemented in the switch. The emphasis in this approach is to overcome the channel noise problem which may
Figure 7.1. Functional blocks of an ATM switch of type A. FEC decoders are implemented at the input (IP) ports of the switch. Whereas FEC encoders are implemented at the output (OP) ports.

result from satellite channels, for example. This is depicted in Figure 7.1.

Type A switches assume noisy channels or paths. FEC schemes are used to compensate for cell lost due to channel noise. Such switch configurations are candidate for ATM communications using satellite channels or to support wireless ATM as discussed in Chapter 5.

Another approach, type B, is to design the switch with limited resources. Unlike the previous approach, FEC schemes are applied end-to-end. FEC encoders and decoders are only located at sources and destinations of data (i.e. at the UNIs). The assumption here is that cell loss will be due to either congestion or channel noise.
With such configuration, switch resources such as buffers are reduced conditional to maximum CLR. This maximum CLR guarantees that lost cells will be compensated by the FEC schemes.

In type A switches, FEC schemes are used to decrease CLR which is primarily due to channel noise. This does not guarantee small buffer sizes. Instead it may require larger buffer sizes in order to accommodate incoming cells. On the other hand, type B switch design can acquire buffer sizes that are lower than what is required normally. This is due to the fact that FEC schemes will compensate for lost cells.

Type A switch designs will be slower than type B switch designs. This is mainly because that FEC scheme encoding/decoding delays are on link-by-link basis and this delay is accumulative. Type B, on the other hand, produces lower delays because of two factors: FEC is applied end-to-end, and smaller queue size is required. Table 7.1 compares both switch design approaches. The row, entitled "Ranges to span", means whether the switch design can be used in an end-to-end communication or the FEC should be used on segment-by-segment basis.

### 7.3 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, general ATM switch design requirements are outlined. These requirements are controlled when using FEC schemes. Using FEC schemes is advantageous since they are capable of regenerating lost cells. This implies that less resources are required. For example, buffer spaces can be reduced. We also showed that FEC schemes are used to reduce the effect of congestion while using reasonable buffer sizes.

QoS is indeed improved when FEC schemes are applied. More connections (CBR and VBR) can be accepted by an ATM switch at no extra buffer size and no QoS degradation.

Two ATM switch design proposals, namely type A and type B, have been given. It is observed that type B switch design is more appropriate for wireline ATM networks while type A is more suitable for wireless ATM.
### Table 7.1. *Comparison between Type A and Type B switch designs.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Type A</th>
<th>Type B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source of cell loss</strong></td>
<td>Channel noises</td>
<td>network congestion as well as channel noises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environment to be used in</strong></td>
<td>Noisy channels such as satellite</td>
<td>Wireline or less noisy channels such as twisted pairs or Coax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ranges to span</strong></td>
<td>Segment-by-segment, hop-by-hop, VCI or VPI</td>
<td>End-to-end, entry-to-exit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capacity</strong></td>
<td>Switch will not accept more connections than recommended</td>
<td>More CBR and VBR connections can be accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delay</strong></td>
<td>delay is mainly due to CODECs</td>
<td>No extra delay to be experienced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Buffering</strong></td>
<td>No extra buffering is needed since FEC is applied on PHY</td>
<td>Less buffer spaces are needed since FEC will regenerate lost cells (refer to Ch. 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Design Complexity</strong></td>
<td>High design complexity</td>
<td>Not complex, in fact, less buffering is needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost</strong></td>
<td>High cost due to FEC CODEC support at each port</td>
<td>No cost addition to regular switch design</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this thesis we investigated the applicability of forward error correction (FEC) coding in ATM networks. FEC is not a new subject to ATM. Many researchers have studied different FEC schemes over ATM communications. Chapter 2 has more details on the different schemes that have been proposed in the literature. The rationale behind this is that FEC has been found to be more viable to delay sensitive applications or real-time traffic such as real-time audio and video applications. Although ATM uses low BER media for transmission, data can be lost due to network congestion. Since the level of network congestion varies, it is more appropriate to have sort of adaptive coding scheme that will alter its coding parameters based on the network congestion sensed.

8.1 Thesis Contributions

In this work we presented a new adaptive FEC (AFEC) scheme. The new scheme devised is based on RS codes. In general, FEC coding can be used into two different places in ATM networks: above ATM protocol stack as part of the transport layer or application, or in the physical layer. Both cases have been investigated in this thesis.

In the case where FEC is deployed above ATM stack, performance modeling is conducted to study its throughput compared to ARQ schemes and classical FEC. AFEC delivers higher throughput even at high CLR. AFEC is also observed to accomplish lower end-to-end delay than that of classical FEC.

Since AFEC is an adaptive scheme, it is essential to study the overhead associated with the parameter change via estimating the control message that need to be generated requesting such parameter update. At the worst case, AFEC will gener-
ate a parameter update control message every time the destination records a new value for the data loss. However this can be improved with the use of digital filtering techniques and prediction algorithms.

Another contribution is the security feature of AFEC. The security operation is conducted via the use of keys which are embedded into the parameters of AFEC. Security keys are not exchanges between communicating entities but they are referred to by some indices. Further, it has been shown that AFEC is a computationally secure cryptosystem.

Another interesting field, where AFEC is applicable, is multicasting environment. A simulation study is conducted using OPNET network simulation tool to study AFEC performance against ARQ/SRP coding schemes. Two performance measures were observed: cell delay and switch resources, mainly buffer requirements. The results of the study are briefly stated below.

1. Low buffer requirements in ATM networks (i.e. switch buffers) and at the UNI interfaces.
2. AFEC has a deterministic delay associated with its operation which makes it very reliable when real-time traffic is carried by ATM networks especially for broadcast and multicast environments. It has been observed that AFEC achieve CTD an order of magnitude less than the delay when SRP protocols were used.
3. In the case of SRP schemes, CTD depends mainly on window-size and switch thresholds. It might be beneficial to have some sort of adaptive window scheme to adapt well in multicasting environments.

On the other hand, AFEC is also studied in wireless environment. This falls in the class of application where FEC can be used in the physical. A framework of integrating AFEC with a wireless ATM network is given and analyzed with respect to CLR. The study in Chapter 5 which is done in Rayleigh type of wireless environment, shows that AFEC is more viable and withstands well against channel impairments.

Using FEC has made ATM switch design potentially simpler. This issue has been explored and two architectures have been devised. Based on the type of service to be provided and the media that the switch should be operating into decided which approach of switch design is needed.

In summary, the key features of this scheme are:
1. Higher correction rates due to the puncturing.
2. Higher throughput than ARQ schemes over noisy channels.
3. Higher throughput is achieved when AFEC is used over multicasting networks.
4. Upper bounded delay components is associated to this scheme.
5. AFEC has potential impact on switch design. It has been shown that switch resources can be reduced without deterioration in quality of service offered.
6. Secure communication is an added feature.

8.2 Future Work

Although we attempted to study AFEC in different environments and situations, there is always room for exploring new modifications and areas to improve the code and its adaptive components.

Future direction with this research can be seen in the following points:

1. Studying the code on wireless media with different channel characterization other than Rayleigh. One possibility is exploring the benefits of deploying AFEC in CDMA.
2. Studying the viability of AFEC for Internet applications. The motive in here is that significant interest has been shown by researchers in Internet and in improving its services.
3. Investigating the possibilities of increasing the security measures of this code. One way could be to incorporate public key as in RSA cryptosystems.
4. Investigating possible VLSI realizations for AFEC. This is of great interest since the cost of developing RS CODECs grows with their coding length.
5. Modifying ARQ schemes to incorporate adaptive window sizes. This is to counteract the delay and buffer issues in multicasting and broadcasting.
6. Studying the impact of multicasting and coding parameters specially when different sources request parameter changes that scans broader range than what has been studied in this thesis. Possibly optimization techniques may be of interest to answer these issues.
7. Channel monitoring is a crucial issue in adaptive coding schemes. Further investigation of using digital filter techniques and prediction algorithms need to be addressed.
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